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Summary
Low device switching frequency modulation of multilevel inverters (MLIs)
for medium voltage drives is essential to increase semiconductor device uti-
lization, minimize cooling requirements and achieve higher overall system
efficiency. However, there exists a trade-off between device switching fre-
quency and harmonic distortion of machine stator currents. Therefore,
classical modulation techniques such as sinusoidal pulsewidth modulation
and space vector modulation techniques utilize higher device switching fre-
quency (around 1 kHz) to generate good quality of machine stator cur-
rents. Based on the literature survey of several low device switching fre-
quency modulation techniques, it has been identified that synchronous opti-
mal pulsewidth modulation (SOP) is an effective and emerging modulation
technique to achieve better quality of machine stator currents.
Till now, SOP has been demonstrated for classical three-level and five-
level MLIs. On the other hand, the present trend in MV high power drives
is to use MLIs with higher number of voltage levels to achieve better qual-
ity of output voltage waveforms. Also, several new topologies have been
proposed as an alternative to classical MLI topologies and some of them
found industrial relevance as well. Therefore, there is a need to analyze
and propose modifications to the state-of-the-art SOP technique in order
to modulate MLIs with any number of voltage levels and also emerging
MLI topologies.
One of the main goal of the thesis is to develop systematic analysis
to implement state-of-the-art SOP technique for MLIs with any number
of voltage levels. The developed analysis has been utilized to modulate
cascaded seven-level and nine-level MLIs with peak device switching fre-
quency limited to rated fundamental frequency (50 Hz). However, it has
been noticed that power semiconductor devices operate at unequal device
switching frequency and peak device switching frequency is not limited to
desired value. Subsequently, modified SOP technique has been proposed to
overcome these issues. The proposed technique has been utilized to mod-
vii
ulate seven or higher-level MLIs with peak device switching frequency set
at rated fundamental frequency (50 Hz).
Also, the thesis has explored the feasibility of implementing SOP tech-
nique for one of the emerging topology known as modular multilevel con-
verter (MMC). One of the main challenges for modulation of MMC is to
achieve balanced floating capacitor voltages. Based on the study, a system-
atic algorithm has been developed to implement SOP for MMC topology.
The proposed technique has been demonstrated for five-level MMC with
peak device switching frequency set at 2000 Hz.
In addition, the thesis has investigated the issue of common-mode cur-
rents in machine stator windings for the dual inverter based MLI fed open-
end stator winding induction motor drives. An enhanced SOP technique
has been proposed to achieve high quality stator currents with elimination
of common-mode currents, while operating power semiconductor devices
at few hundred Hertz. Finally, dual nL-MMC topology has been proposed
for open-end stator winding induction motor drives, which can be operated
from a single dc source and generates any number of voltage levels. The
proposed technique has been demonstrated experimentally with low power
prototypes of dual two-level, dual three-level and dual three-level MMC
topologies.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This Chapter presents the introduction of the thesis. The background be-
hind motivation of this thesis is given in Section 1.1. The literature review
of LDSF modulation techniques and emerging MLC topologies is presented
in Section 1.2. Comparison of several LDSF modulation techniques is done
in Section 1.3. The research problem and research objectives of the the-
sis are discussed in Section 1.4. The research contributions and outline of
the thesis are given in Sections 1.5, and 1.6, respectively. This Chapter is
concluded in Section 1.7.
1.1 Background
Development of novel converter topologies, new semiconductor devices, and
innovative modulation techniques are essential to produce advanced power
electronics technologies for modern applications. For high power applica-
tions, better efficiency can be obtained by increasing the voltage rating
rather than current rating of power conversion system. There are two ways
to handle increased voltage rating : (1) develop HV semiconductor devices,
(2) develop new converter topologies with LV/MV semiconductor devices.
Out of the two, development of new converter topologies known as MLCs
have emerged as an attractive solution for MV/HV high power applications.
The merits of MLCs over classical 2L converters are: higher operating volt-
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age capability with matured LV/MV semiconductor devices, better output
voltage waveform quality, lower harmonic distortion of input and output
currents, reduced filters size, less dv
dt
stress, lower common-mode voltages,
reduced electromagnetic interference, reduced torque ripple, and feasible
fault-tolerant operation [2–10].
MLCs consist of an array of semiconductor devices and capacitive volt-
age sources, which can generate output voltage waveforms with multiple
steps by appropriate switching. With increase in number of voltage lev-
els or steps, the staircase output waveform approaches sinusoidal waveform.
The classical multilevel topologies are NPC [11], FC [12] and CHB convert-
ers [13]. The topology of 3L-NPC has become popular due to its simple
structure, but it has not been extended to higher level operation due to
excessive losses of clamping diodes, uneven distribution of losses in inner
and outer devices and unachievable dc-link capacitor voltage balance [14].
FC multilevel topologies are not suitable for high power applications due
to requirement of higher device switching frequency to achieve capacitor
voltage balance [15].
The CHB topology can achieve higher operating voltage by utilizing
LV semiconductor devices. Due to modularity and scalability, the CHB
topology has become industrial standard for high power and high quality
demanding applications. However, the main disadvantage of CHB topol-
ogy is the requirement of expensive and bulky phase-shifting multi-winding
isolation transformer to provide large number of isolated dc sources [3].
Fig. 1.1: Emerging MLC topologies
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Therefore, applications such as traction, marine propulsion and wind power
conversion, may not prefer CHB topology due to space and weight restric-
tions. Subsequently, several multilevel topologies have been proposed as
classified in Fig. 1.1, with an aim to overcome the demerits of classical
topologies, reduce the count of semiconductor devices for a given number
of voltage levels, minimize the number of isolated dc sources, achieve easy
scalability in terms of voltage and current, improve power density and so
on [16–25].
In literature, numerous modulation techniques have been adapted or
developed for MLCs. Although higher number of semiconductor devices
leads to additional control complexity, MLCs provide extra degrees of free-
dom owing to higher number of switching states. SVM technique has been
extended and generalized for nL-MLCs [26]. Classical SPWM has been
extended for MLCs by using multiple carriers with either phase-shift (PS-
PWM) or level-shift (LS-PWM) [27–29]. LS-PWM methods are better
suited for NPC converters, whereas PS-PWM method is preferred for CHB
and FC multilevel topologies [30]. The carrier based SPWM techniques
require higher device switching frequency operation to obtain high quality
waveforms. However, MLCs with higher number of voltage levels naturally
improve the quality of waveforms and thus, it is possible to operate semi-
conductor devices with reduced switching frequency. For example, SPWM
technique has been implemented with device switching frequency of 500 Hz
for a 17L-HNPC inverter [31].
In MV high power drives, switching losses and conduction losses of
power semiconductor devices are significant owing to high blocking volt-
ages and commuted currents. However, thermal constraints of semiconduc-
tor devices and cooling system design impose limits on the total device
losses. The conduction losses can be limited by proper selection of topology.
The ideal topology is one, which has minimum number of series connected
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Fig. 1.2: Maximum device rms current versus fs for EUPEC 6.5-kV 600-A
IGBT module. (Courtesy of J. Holtz and X. Qi)
devices for different switching states. On the other hand, device switch-
ing losses can be limited by reducing device switching frequency. Due
to thermal limits of power semiconductor devices, higher device switch-
ing frequency operation necessitates bringing down the device current to
reduce the conduction losses and thus, it leads to significant derating of
the converter. Therefore, LDSF modulation techniques are preferred in
MV drives to achieve better device utilization. It should be observed from
Fig. 1.2 that by limiting the device switching frequency to 200 Hz, the
current-carrying capability of semiconductor device is almost doubled [1].
In addition, reduction of switching losses cut down cooling requirements
that leads to further reduction in the manufacturing and operating cost
as well as physical size of the equipment. Nonetheless, LDSF operation
leads to penalty of higher harmonic distortion of converter output current
waveforms and thus poses a research challenge.
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1.2 Literature Survey
The Section presents literature survey of LDSF modulation techniques for
high power applications, and emerging MLC topologies.
1.2.1 LDSF modulation techniques
The requirements of control and modulation schemes of MV drives are
as follows : low device switching frequency due to thermal constraints of
power semiconductor devices, lower harmonic current distortion to reduce
the thermal losses in induction motor that lead to temperature rise and
shortening of life span of machine, and fast dynamic response to handle
sudden load changes, and speed transients. In practical applications, the
device switching frequency is normally limited to around 200Hz for GTOs
and 500Hz for IGBTs and IGCTs [32]. Major challenge is trade-off between
device switching frequency and output power quality. However, the quality
of output waveforms can be significantly improved by increasing the number
of voltage levels. Thus, researchers are successful in bringing down the
device switching frequency up to fundamental switching frequency owing
to inherent benefits offered by multilevel topologies. The literature survey
of LDSF modulation techniques is given next.
1.2.1.1 SVM
SVM techniques can effectively utilize the degrees of freedom offered by
MLCs to achieve LDSF operation. A novel switching sequence design for
the SVM of high-power MLCs optimized for minimizing device switch-
ing frequency and the improvement of harmonic spectrum has been pro-
posed [33]. With this method, the device switching frequency has been
maintained between 540 to 630 Hz for a 5L-HNPC topology without com-
promising on the power quality. A novel SVM technique based on improved
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space vector structure has been proposed to reduce device switching fre-
quency [34]. The space vector structure consists of two concentric 12-sided
polygons, which is divided into smaller sized isosceles triangles. PWM
switching on these smaller triangles reduces the device switching frequency
without compromising on the power quality. This method has been demon-
strated on dual 3L-NPC inverter fed open-end induction motor drive with
fs,avg equal to 14f1R.
1.2.1.2 Predictive Control
Predictive control techniques were originally developed for process indus-
tries in 1970s [35]. It was introduced for control of 2L inverter based on
predicting optimal switching vector in 1980s [36]. Predictive control tech-
nique uses system model to predict the future behavior of the system and
then control actions are selected based on an optimization criteria. Key
benefits are as follows: easy to understand and intuitive concept, simple
handling of multi-variable case and multi-objective problems, easy to in-
clude system constraints and nonlinearities, and so on. Also, predictive
controllers have fast transient response due to elimination of cascaded con-
trol structure, which is typical in a linear controller scheme. However, high
amount of computational power required for predictive control collides with
requirement of high sampling rates in power electronics applications.
In case of high power applications, predictive control schemes can en-
sure LDSF operation by including additional terms in cost function, while
satisfying the system performance requirements. Some approaches include
reduction in commutations by predicting number of switchings involved in
using a new switching state or by predicting switching losses due to a new
switching state or by selecting switching states such that predefined num-
ber of commutations are assured to realize constant switching frequency
operation [37–40].
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The classification of predictive control techniques is illustrated in Fig.
1.3. Two main categories of predictive control algorithms are developed in
the literature. The first method extends traditional field-oriented control
by using a predictive-based controller instead of inner current control loop,
while keeping the modulator [41]. The second method employs predictive
controller to directly manipulate the inverter switch positions without a
modulator. The sub-categories of second method are hysteresis-based pre-
dictive control [36,42–44] and trajectory-based predictive control [45]. The
goal of hysteresis-based predictive control strategies also known as FMCC,
is to keep the control system variables between the boundaries of a hys-
teresis area. The goal of FMCC with circular boundary (FMCC-C) scheme
is to minimize stator current distortion [36], [42], whereas FMCC with
rectangular boundary (FMCC-R) scheme aims at controlling the motor’s
electromagnetic torque distortion [43]-[44]. In trajectory-based predictive
control, the control variables are forced to follow predefined trajectories,
for example, direct speed predictive control, where motor speed is directly
controlled without any proportional-integral controllers [45].
The most popular approach in predictive control is MPC or receding
horizon control technique. In this technique, future behavior of system
variables are predicted in discrete-time steps. The number of predictive
Fig. 1.3: Classification of predictive control techniques
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discrete-steps is called prediction step Np and is usually limited to a few
sampling steps. An objective function is defined based on performance
requirements and system constraints can be imposed on system variables
or control inputs. The optimization problem is solved in real time at each
sample step to determine optimal control sequence over prediction horizon.
Out of this control sequence, only first input is utilized and entire procedure
is repeated at the next sample step, while time horizon is shifted one step
forward [46]. Due to receding horizon policy, there is an inherent closed-
loop feedback.
Two main categories of MPC technique are: CCS-MPC and FCS-MPC
or direct MPC [47]. The CCS-MPC technique requires modulator to gen-
erate switching states, whereas FCS-MPC technique can directly generate
the switch positions. The main disadvantage of CCS-MPC technique is
high computational burden and thus several methods have been proposed
in the literature to offset this issue. One such scheme is known as GPC
that solves the optimization problem analytically leading to a linear con-
troller [48]. However, it is difficult to include nonlinearities and system
constraints. Another scheme tries to move the huge part of calculations
off-line by converting optimization problem into multi-parametric quadratic
programming [41].
The FCS-MPC technique takes inherent advantage of discrete nature of
power converters. The term FCS refers to a fact that power converters have
finite number of switching states. Therefore, it is sufficient for MPC algo-
rithm to evaluate optimal condition or cost function for these finite switch-
ing states. FCS-MPC technique is classified based on the prediction hori-
zon: short prediction horizon (Np=1) and long prediction horizon (Np ≥
2) [49]. Due to less computational burden and ease of implementation,
short prediction horizon MPC or one-step predictive control has been suc-
cessfully applied in wide variety of power electronics applications. In case
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of higher level MLCs, total number of switching sequences increase rapidly
that leads to higher computational burden. Therefore, modifications are
suggested to existing FCS-MPC technique to evaluate cost function only
for a few closest vectors to last applied voltage vector to converter [50].
Long prediction horizon naturally improves the steady-state as well as
dynamic performance and also avoids stability issues. However, computa-
tional burden increases exponentially with length of prediction horizon due
to higher number of possible switching sequences [51]. Therefore, time re-
quired to solve underlying optimization problem is often longer than smaller
sampling intervals used in power electronics applications, which makes the
real time implementation a difficult task. Thus, there is a need to develop
new algorithms to reduce the computational burden, while satisfying the
performance requirements [52]. One of the proposed methods known as
move blocking strategy, reduces the computational burden by dividing the
prediction horizon into two parts. The first part of horizon consists of
small sampling time, whereas second part consists of longer sampling time.
The idea is that high-resolution sampling is required only at present time
step to get accurate switching actions. By using coarse sampling at far-
ther points, it is possible to achieve longer prediction horizons with lower
computational burden [53].
The most popular approach to reduce the computational burden for
longer prediction horizons is based on principle of extrapolation [54]. It re-
alizes long prediction horizons by defining two horizons: switching horizon
Ns and prediction horizon Np. Usually hysteresis bounds on the controlled
variables are required in the extrapolation strategies. In the predefined
switching horizon period, the trajectories of controlled variables are cre-
ated for all possible control sequences and the best possible trajectories
are selected. Next, the best possible trajectories are extrapolated by main-
taining switching states constant in the prediction horizon. The prediction
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Fig. 1.4: MPDCC control scheme
horizon starts from the last step of switching horizon and is of variable
length. The length of prediction horizon is the time step when first con-
trolled variable hits the hysteresis bounds. It should be highlighted that
even longer prediction horizons can be achieved by combining switching and
extrapolation segments [52]. The techniques such as MPDTC, MPDCC,
and MPDPC are developed based on these extrapolation strategies and
are implemented with prediction horizons up to 100 steps. MPDTC is
an extension of DTC method, obtained by replacing the lookup table of
DTC with an online-optimization method for the control of machine torque
and flux [55]. MPDCC is another variant of MPC algorithm in which ma-
chine stator currents are kept within hysteresis bound around their ref-
erences [56]. The control diagram for MPDCC scheme is shown in Fig.
1.4. MPDPC is an extension of direct power control (DPC) where look-up
operation is replaced by an on-line optimization algorithm [57]. All these
techniques include penalty in cost function to minimize device switching
frequency.
Another trend to reduce the computational burden of MPC techniques
is development of new algorithms for efficient solving of underlying op-
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timization problem [58]. Recently, ‘branch and bound ’ method has been
proposed to reduce the number of switching sequences to be explored and
it has been shown that computational burden is reduced by an order of
magnitude [59]. Also, computationally efficient multi-step FCS-MPC tech-
nique has been proposed by adapting sphere decoding principles to solve
the optimization problem [60].
The most promising approach for reducing the computational burden
is development of hybrid LDSF modulation techniques. One such con-
trol strategy is a combination of OPPs and MPC known as MP3C [61].
The basic idea is that optimal stator flux trajectory is derived from OPPs
and then, MPC is made responsible to track this trajectory in real time.
MPC algorithm utilizes optimal switching patterns as baseline and then
does re-optimization to remove the flux error over the pre-defined horizon.
This greatly alleviates the computational burden because deriving transient
switching patterns from optimal switching patterns is less computationally
demanding than computing an entirely new pulse pattern from scratch. A
comparison between classical and MPC techniques is reported in [62]-[63].
1.2.1.3 SHE-PWM
The basic foundation for SHE-PWM was laid in early 1960s. It was pro-
posed to eliminate two lower order harmonics by introducing additional
switching angles in the square wave voltage waveform [64]. Switching an-
gles were obtained by solving Fourier series expressions of harmonic com-
ponents and the fundamental frequency component of load voltage was
controlled by introducing phase-shift between inverter phase legs. Based
on this idea, generalized methods were developed to eliminate a predefined
number of lower order harmonic components and maintain desired value of
fundamental component, for a given number of switching angles [65].
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SHE-PWM technique has been successfully extended to MLC topolo-
gies [66–75]. The sequential steps in multilevel SHE-PWM are: selection
of waveform symmetry, identification of all possible multilevel waveforms
for a given number of switching angles, and calculate switching angles that
satisfy the given requirements, and assigning switching angles to each semi-
conductor device that depends on the converter topology. For multilevel
waveforms, quarter-wave and half-wave symmetries are usually introduced
[66]-[67]. On the other hand, non-symmetrical waveform selection leads
to increased complexity as well as computation burden and thus seldom
used [68]. The next step is to identify all the possible multilevel waveforms
for a given number of switching angles. It should be noted that there exists
only single waveform (bipolar or unipolar) in case of classical 2L converters,
whereas several waveforms exist for multilevel converters. The concept of
low level envelope has been developed for multilevel converters to come up
with single equation formulation to determine switching angles [69].
The switching angles are obtained by solving nonlinear transcenden-
tal equations to eliminate a particular number of lower order harmonics
and obtain desired reference value for fundamental component. Some of
the solving algorithms include numerical iterative techniques like Newton-
Raphson [67], Walsh function approach [70], theory of resultants [71], op-
timization based techniques such as modern stochastic search, genetic al-
gorithms, differential evolution, particle swarm optimization, and bee al-
gorithm [72–75]. All the previous methods require off-line computation.
Several attempts have been made to obtain the switching angles in real
time. The main issue with online implementation is increased complex-
ity and higher computational burden to solve system of equations. One
proposed method is to train artificial neural networks with complete and
detailed knowledge of switching angle solutions and then utilize the same
for obtaining switching angles in real time for a given modulation index [76].
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In addition, MPC based SHE-PWM technique has been suggested to elimi-
nate lower order harmonics in real time [77]. This proposed method utilizes
sliding discrete Fourier transform to obtain amplitudes of harmonic com-
ponents in real time and then uses predictive model to determine switching
states that eliminate desired harmonics. This modulation method allows
closed-loop operation with high dynamic performance. The main disad-
vantage is higher computational burden at higher number of voltage levels.
The final and important step in SHE-PWM technique is to assign
switching angles to each semiconductor device that depends on the topol-
ogy. For CHB multilevel topologies, switching angles are assigned based
on device loss equalization and dc-link capacitor voltage balancing, which
can be obtained easily based on level-shifted carriers or phase-shifted car-
riers [78]-[79]. For NPC and FC multilevel topologies, criteria for assign-
ing switching angles is based on capacitor voltage balancing [80]-[81]. For
MMCs, assignment of switching angles depends on the submodule capacitor
voltage balancing [82].
The main advantage of SHE-PWM technique is that elimination of lower
order harmonics is achieved with a few commutations in a fundamental
cycle. Hence, switching losses as well as filters’ size is significantly reduced
in high power applications. Due to reduced switching losses, it possible to
achieve better converter efficiency and enable air cooling. Consequently,
SHE-PWM technique has become one of the popular LDSF modulation
technique for high power applications and it has been commercialized by a
group of industries [3]. This technique has been demonstrated for several
applications such as motor drives, AFE rectifiers, grid connected converters
such as STATCOM, solar power integration and so on [71,83–86].
The main demerit of SHE-PWM technique is assumption of steady-state
operating conditions during solving a set of equations. Therefore, lower
order harmonics may not be completely eliminated during actual system
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operation. In addition, closed-loop performance degrades when combined
with closed-loop controller and so, most of the applications of SHE-PWM
technique are limited to low performance drives such as pumps, fans, com-
pressors, etc. Nevertheless, attempts are being made to improve the closed-
loop performance by combining SHE-PWM with MPC technique [77]. In
addition, it should be noted that energy present in the eliminated harmon-
ics is distributed over the non-eliminated harmonics and hence their ampli-
tudes tend to increase [5]. Therefore, elimination of lower order harmonics
never leads to the best system performance. Thus, optimal PWM methods
have been developed to minimize the overall effects of harmonics [87].
1.2.1.4 Staircase or Step Modulation
SHE-PWM technique for CHB multilevel topologies is also known as stair-
case or step modulation due to staircase shape of output voltage waveform.
The main difference is that each angle is associated with a particular cell.
The basic principle is to connect each cell of the multilevel inverter at
predefined switching angles to generate the output waveform with a mini-
mum possible commutations and then, SHE methods are used for off-line
determination of switching angles to eliminate lower order harmonics [88].
Later, a simple method has been proposed to obtain the switching angles in
real-time by making use of the voltage-second areas of the divided reference
voltage corresponding to the MLC output voltage levels [89]. However, this
technique neither leads to minimization of output voltage THD nor elimina-
tion of lower order harmonic components of output voltage. Subsequently,
a real-time algorithm for staircase modulation was proposed to minimize
THD of MLC output voltages with a fixed voltage source [90] as well as
unequal or varying dc sources (batteries, photovoltaic arrays etc.) [91].
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1.2.1.5 Optimal PWM
Optimal PWM techniques have been developed based on the observation
that minimization of overall harmonics is better than complete elimina-
tion of certain lower order harmonics in order to achieve the best system
performance [92]. Other benefits are easier convergence and increased con-
tinuity in the solution space. Optimization technique determines switch-
ing patterns based on minimizing a cost function or performance index.
The classification of optimal PWM methods based on performance index
is shown in Fig. 1.5. The goal of harmonic minimization technique is to
obtain local minima of lower-order harmonic rather than their complete
elimination, while maintaining the required fundamental frequency compo-
nent [93]. The main advantage is feasibility of real time implementation
due to faster convergence to local minima [94].
The most popular approach in optimal PWM is THD minimization
[95–99]. In this regard, number of harmonics in the problem formulation
are typically more than the number of available switching angles. In case
of SHM technique, switching patterns are determined such that harmonic
contents satisfy the grid code limits [100]. Another optimal PWM method
has been reported considering duration of switching sub-cycles as variables,
where sub-cycle is defined as time sequence of three consecutive switching
state vectors [101]. This method demonstrates good dynamic response but
solutions obtained are suboptimal due to restriction on sub-cycles. Other
approaches are minimizing crest factor of output current waveform [102],
minimizing motor harmonic losses [103], minimization of torque and speed
Fig. 1.5: Classification of optimal PWM techniques
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ripples [104]-[105], minimizing switching loss [106] and elimination of par-
ticular resonant frequencies [107]. The main idea behind each performance
criteria is to minimize the unwanted effects of harmonics catering to needs
of particular application. In general, lower order harmonics need to be
suppressed more than higher order harmonics, which is possible by us-
ing weighted THD function, i.e., divide magnitude of each harmonic by
its harmonic order. The standard approaches to solve off-line optimization
problem include gradient-based algorithms, artificial neural networks [108],
genetic algorithms [109], and particle swarm optimization [110].
The most successful optimal PWM technique, which has been recently
introduced in commercial MV drives is SOP [111]-[112]. This method is
also referred to as SOPWM or optimized pulse patterns (OPP) in other
literature. It is a combination of synchronous PWM and optimal PWM.
Synchronous PWM is generally utilized in LDSF applications, where fre-
quency of carrier signal fc is always made an integer multiple of f1. This
helps eliminate inter-harmonic components. Synchronous PWM results in
a fewer number of switching instants in a fundamental period and thus
minor variation in these switching angle values has significant influence on
the harmonic distortion of output waveforms [113]. Therefore, optimiza-
tion methods are suggested for off-line determination of switching angles
with goal to minimize the harmonic distortion of output waveforms.
SOP technique has been demonstrated for classical 3L and 5L MLC
topologies with fs,max set at 400 Hz and 200 Hz, respectively [114–116]. In
addition, SOP along with NPP balancing algorithm has been demonstrated
for 5L-HNPC inverter [117]. Also, SOP technique has been implemented
for dual inverter based MLC topologies feeding open-end winding induc-
tion motor drives [118]. Recently, it has been demonstrated for 23-MW
large salient pole synchronous motor drive while taking into account the
anisotropic magnetic properties of the synchronous motor [119].
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The optimal switching patterns are suitable only for low performance
MV drives such as industrial fans, centrifugal pumps, blowers, etc., which
operate in open-loop v/f control mode. For such drives, the stator voltage
is adjusted in proportion to the fundamental frequency. High-performance
drives require fast responses to change in speed and torque. During such
transients, a different pulse pattern that has switching transitions at dif-
ferent time instances is instantaneously selected. However, the complex
volt-second input to the machine does not satisfy the optimality condi-
tions, which will lead to high transient currents in the drive [120].
To maintain optimal control during transient conditions, SOP tech-
nique should be combined with trajectory tracking control. Two types of
trajectory tracking methods have been proposed in the literature. In the
first method, optimal pulse patterns are used to compute optimal current
trajectories and then trajectory controller forces the actual current vector
Fig. 1.6: Signal flow diagram of stator flux trajectory control system [1]
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to follow the optimal current trajectory [121–123]. However, the stator
trajectory current depends on leakage inductance of machine which is load
dependent and thus fast online estimation of system parameters is required.
In second method, optimal stator flux vector tracking has been proposed,
which is independent of machine parameters or load conditions [124].
The signal flow graph of stator flux trajectory control is shown in Fig.
1.6. Based on the voltage reference u∗ from the constant v/f characteris-
tic, optimal pulse pattern P (m,N) is selected and its steady-state voltage
waveform uss is integrated to yield the optimal optimal steady-state flux
trajectory ψss. It serves as reference trajectory onto which estimated stator
flux trajectory ψs is forced. Now, let us assume that transient condition
occurs at time t. Then, a new optimal pulse pattern will be selected, which
will have a different flux trajectory ψss1. This leads to instantaneous differ-
ence in the flux vector known as dynamic modulation error d(t) = ψss1 (t) -
ψs (t). This error d(t) is given as input to trajectory controller as shown in
Fig. 1.6. The trajectory controller then modifies the actual optimal pulse
Fig. 1.7: Trajectory of the stator current vector with a step transition from
no-load operation to nominal load [1]
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pattern P (m,N) by displacing the switching instants so as to minimize
the error d(t). More details about operation of trajectory controller can
be seen in [124–127]. The performance of trajectory controller is shown
in Fig. 1.7 for a step change from no-load operation to nominal load. It
demonstrates the dead-beat behavior of trajectory controller. Recently, a
new method MP3C has been proposed that replaces trajectory controller
with MPC controller [61],[128].
1.2.1.6 Other Modulation Techniques
In literature, several other modulation techniques have been proposed to
achieve LDSF operation without compromising on power quality. SVC or
NVC technique has been proposed as alternative to SHE-PWM to avoid
off-line computations and provide high dynamic performance [129]. The
basic idea is to approximate reference vector to closest vector in the α− β
plane without a modulator. Due to natural selection of the closest vector
without any modulator, there will be higher reduction in the number of
switching commutations. However, the best performance of SVC can be
attained only for higher level MLCs due to higher and dense space vec-
tors available. Otherwise, approximation errors will be large, which lead to
variable magnitude error for the fundamental component as well as intro-
duction of lower order harmonics. SVC has been demonstrated for a 11L
CHB inverter with fs,avg limited to 1.4*f1R [129]. NLC is a time-domain
counter part of SVC, where the nearest voltage level instead of a space vec-
tor is selected to obtain desired output voltage reference [130]. The major
advantage is in terms of lesser implementation complexity, since it is easier
to find the closest voltage level instead of the closest space vector.
Also, an adaptive duty-cycle modulation algorithm has been proposed
by utilizing the slope of voltage reference to adapt the modulation period.
This technique has been demonstrated for 9L asymmetric CHB inverter
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with fs,avg ranging from 250 to 400 Hz [131]. A simple and novel SLope
PWM technique with a trapezoidal modulator and a sinusoidal carrier sig-
nal has been proposed with device switching frequency equal to 11*f1 [132].
1.2.2 Emerging MLC topologies
One major focus while developing new multilevel topologies is to generate
any number of levels in output voltage with single dc source. This obvi-
ously requires floating capacitors to generate intermediate voltage levels.
The 5L and 9L ANPC topologies, which utilize single DC source are shown
in Fig. 1.8. The floating capacitors need to be maintained at particular
voltage level in order to generate required number of voltage levels as well
as to reduce the harmonic distortion of output voltage. Due to availabil-
ity of redundant switching states, it is always possible to keep the floating
capacitor voltages within predefined limits by using higher device switch-
ing frequency operation [133]. On the other hand, LDSF operation leads
to higher capacitor voltage ripple due to availability of a few switching
commutations in a fundamental cycle. In this regard, MPC techniques are
effective due to their flexibility in handling multi-objective problems [134].
Another emerging topology, which had gained lot of commercial interest
is MMC. The MMC topology is shown in Fig. 1.9. MMC has been orig-
Fig. 1.8: ANPC topology for 5L and 9L operation
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inally proposed for HVDC transmission systems [25, 135, 136]. Recently,
MMC has been commercially introduced for MV drives both as an AFE
rectifier and also as an inverter [137]. The main advantages are its modular
design, easy scalability to reach any voltage and power levels, low expense
for redundancy, and better output power quality due to the large number
of voltage levels [138]. The first commercialized project of MMC used 200
sub-modules (SM) per phase reaching up to 400 MW [136]. At such a high
number of voltage levels, it is easy to reduce the device switching frequency
while maintaining the output power quality. On the other hand, MMCs
in other applications such as MV drives consist only a few number of SMs
per phase [139] and hence, there is a need for the development of LDSF
modulation techniques suitable for MMC.
The objectives of MMC control are ac-side current tracking, minimiza-
tion/elimination of circulating currents, submodule capacitor voltage bal-
ancing and LDSF operation. Among LDSF modulation techniques, SHE-
PWM, NLC and predictive control techniques have been implemented for
MMCs. A new modulation method allowing fundamental switching fre-
quency utilizing the principles of SHE-PWM has been proposed [140]. It
has been observed that reduced device switching frequency comes at the
Fig. 1.9: MMC topology
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cost of increased voltage ripple. This method does not have any control
over circulating currents and thus, leads to increase in resistive losses and
capacitor voltage ripple. Later, this method has been enhanced by in-
troducing small deviations in the pulse patterns to eliminate dominating
second order harmonic component in the circulating current [141]. On the
other hand, NLC technique is more useful for MMC with higher number
of voltage levels due to simpler implementation and low computational ef-
fort [142]. Also, OPP technique has been implemented for MMC topology
at fundamental switching frequency [143].
The most promising LDSF modulation technique for MMC is MPC. The
first implementation of FCS-MPC technique for MMC has been done with
one-step prediction of ac-side currents, circulating currents and sub-module
capacitor voltages [144]. However, minimization of switching losses has not
been accounted in the cost function. Later, PWM-based MPC technique
has been reported for MMC to achieve constant switching frequency and
low device switching frequency [145]. Also, MPDCC technique with long
prediction horizon has been implemented for MMC to track ac-side cur-
rents within hysteresis bounds, while minimizing circulating currents, SM
capacitor voltage fluctuations and device switching frequency [146]. The
main drawback of the above methods is that cost function is evaluated for
all possible switching sequences and thus computational burden increases
exponentially with increase in number of voltage levels. Therefore, real-
time implementation of MPC technique becomes a challenging task. The
same has been concluded from comparison study done between classical
and MPC techniques in [147].
A novel MPC technique with three independent predictive controllers
is proposed for the ac-side currents, circulating currents, and submodule
capacitor voltage balancing [148]. Three different cost functions are defined
to select the best switching states. The main advantage of this method is
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reduction of computational burden. However, it does not provide flexibil-
ity to maintain trade-off among ac-side current tracking error, minimizing
circulating current and capacitor voltage ripple. Later, indirect FCS-MPC
method has been proposed with a cost function to select the best num-
ber of inserted submodules in each arm to minimize the ac-side current
tracking error, circulating currents and sub-module capacitor voltage fluc-
tuations [149]. By using modified switching strategy, device switching fre-
quency has been reduced to 174 Hz for a 20L MMC and the total number
of control actions are reduced to (n+1)2 for an n+1 level MMC, which is
quite significant reduction compared to C2nn in [144].
Another topology that had gained lot of interest from researchers is dual
inverter based MLC topology, which is shown in Fig. 1.10. This topology
has been introduced for open-end stator winding induction motor drives.
The first proposed topology consists of dual 2L inverters feeding both ends
of stator winding and generates 3L voltage waveforms across stator wind-
ing [150]. Later, MLC topology to generate 5L voltage waveforms across
stator windings has been proposed by utilizing dual 3L-NPC inverter con-
figuration [151]. It should be highlighted that both of the above topologies
operates from a single dc source. Subsequently, several other MLC topolo-
gies to generate 5L to 9L voltage waveforms across stator winding have
been proposed [152–157].
The major advantage of dual-inverter based MLC topologies over other
Fig. 1.10: Dual inverter based MLC topology for open-end stator winding
induction motor drive
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topologies is minimal requirement of dc sources, which becomes obvious
when number of voltage levels becomes more than three. For example,
a 5L dual inverter topology requires a single dc source, whereas NPC and
CHB based 5L topologies requires three and six isolated dc sources, respec-
tively. Similarly, a 9L dual-inverter topology requires two dc sources [157],
whereas NPC and CHB based 9L topologies require six and twelve isolated
dc sources, respectively. In general, isolated dc sources are obtained from
phase-shifting multi-winding transformers, which are bulky and expensive,
compared to standard transformers required for dual-inverter topologies.
However, these benefits of dual-inverter based MLC topology come at the
expense of additional cabling requirements for open-end stator winding in-
duction motor drives.
Another important advantage of dual-inverter based MLC topologies is
availability of higher redundant switching state combinations compared to
single-inverter based MLCs with the same number of output voltage lev-
els. For example, D2L inverter has 64 space vector combinations, whereas
3L-NPC inverter has 27 space vector combinations to generate 19 space
vector locations [158]. By utilizing these redundant space vectors, it is pos-
sible to achieve floating capacitor voltages balance, elimination of common-
mode voltages and so on. One more advantage of dual-inverter based MLC
topologies is that the voltage amplitude required to produce air-gap flux in
the machine is divided among the two inverters. Therefore, the device rat-
ings as well as dv
dt
stress are reduced, which is very important for high-power
applications.
The main disadvantage of dual-inverter topologies is requirement of
common-mode inductor in series with machine stator windings to suppress
the zero-sequence or common-mode current components. Initially, several
SVM based control strategies have been reported to eliminate zero-sequence
currents in the windings as well as to eliminate the common-mode voltages
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which lead to bearing and leakage currents [155–160]. However, all these
methods utilize high device switching frequency and hence will not be pre-
ferred for MV high-power applications. Recently, SOP technique has been
implemented successfully [161] and it has been enhanced to minimize the
zero sequence currents in machine windings for dual 3L inverter topol-
ogy [162], while limiting the maximum device switching frequencies to 200
Hz. Using first SOP technique, the requirement of common-mode inductor
still remains and thus there is a need to further enhance SOP technique.
1.3 Performance comparison of LDSF mod-
ulation techniques
The performance comparison between SPWM, SVM, SOP, and predictive
control techniques is conducted in [62],[63] and the results are depicted in
Fig. 1.11. It should be observed that SOP and MPC technique with long
prediction horizons such as MPDCC e(SE)3 or MPDTC e(SE)3 have better
steady-state performance at LDSF operation (fs < 300 Hz). The main rea-
Fig. 1.11: Performance comparison between SPWM, SVM, MPC and SOP
techniques : current TDD versus fs (Note: SOP is referred as OPP in the
figure). (Courtesy of J. Scoltock, T. Geyer, and U. Madawala)
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son is that both SOP and MPC techniques generate switching states based
on an optimization criteria. SOP depends on off-line computations and
thus, it is always possible to obtain global best optimal switching states for
the given performance requirements. On the other hand, MPC technique
is based on online optimization that leads to higher computational bur-
den. This is especially applicable in power electronics applications where
sampling intervals are of the order of few microseconds. Researchers from
academia and industry are working towards more sophisticated algorithms
to overcome the computational issues of MPC technique [60]. It should be
pointed out that optimal switching states obtained from MPC may not be
the global best and thus it will not be able to deliver better performance
than SOP technique.
Moreover, it should be observed that SOP outperforms all other modu-
lation techniques if fs,max is set at 200 Hz. MPC technique with longer pre-
diction horizons might improve the performance but at the cost of higher
computational burden. Also, computational burden of MPC techniques
rapidly increases at higher number of voltage levels. Therefore, it should
be concluded that SOP technique is more appropriate for MLCs with higher
number of voltage levels and also, it can reduce device switching frequency
upto f1R depending on the number of voltage levels.
Table 1.1: Specifications of commercialized higher level MLCs
Manufacturer Voltage (kV) Power Levels
Siemens 2.3-13.8 120 MVA 9/13
TMEIC-GE 3.3/6.6 15 MVA 7/13
ArrowSpeed 2.3/4.16/6/11 5.6 MVA 11
RongXin 3/6/10 10 MVA 7/11/13/19
LS Ind. Sys. 3/4/6/10 11.1 MVA 13
Yaskawa 3.3/6.6 6 MVA 7/13
Beijing Leader 3/3.3/4.16 6.25 MVA 9/11/15/17
and Harvest 6/6.6/10
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1.4 Research Problem and Objectives
The control requirements of MV drives are : low device switching frequency
operation, better quality of converter output currents, and fast dynamic
performance. As explained in Section 1.3, SOP has superior performance
over all other modulation techniques at LDSF operation. Until now, SOP
has been demonstrated for classical 3L to 5L MLC topologies and closed-
loop techniques in combination with stator flux trajectory control or MPC
have been developed.
On the other hand, the present trend in MV high power drives is to use
MLCs with higher number of voltage levels to achieve better quality output
voltage waveforms. Table 1.1 shows some of the commercial products,
which are using MLCs with seven levels and above [3]. It should be noted
that manufacturers are preferring to go for higher-level topologies to achieve
better quality waveforms, even though 3L-MLC topologies are sufficient to
meet the power demand. Also, several new topologies have been proposed
in the literature as an alternative to classical MLC topologies and some
of them found industrial relevance as well. Therefore, there is a need to
analyze and propose modifications to the state-of-the-art SOP technique
in order to modulate MLCs with any number of voltage levels and also
emerging MLC topologies.
Apart from this, state-of-the-art SOP technique needs to be enhanced
to modulate dual inverter based MLC topologies such that common-mode
currents are eliminated in the open-end stator windings of induction motor.
Also, it has been identified that dual inverter based MLC topologies to
generate seven or higher voltage levels in the stator winding voltages utilize
more than one dc source. Therefore, there is a need to propose a new dual
inverter based MLC topology that can be operated from a single dc source
and generates any number of voltage levels. All these requirements are the
main motivation behind the thesis.
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The research objectives of the thesis are as follows:
1. Develop systematic analysis to implement state-of-the-art SOP tech-
nique for MLCs with any number of voltage levels.
2. Propose modified SOP technique for MMC topology.
3. Propose enhanced SOP technique for dual inverter based topologies
to eliminate common-mode currents in machine stator windings.
4. Propose new dual inverter based topology that can be operated from
a single dc source and generates any number of voltage levels.
1.5 Thesis Contributions
The major research contributions of the thesis are as follows:
1. SOP technique has been analyzed and categorized into three steps:
estimation of pulse number N , optimization of switching angles, and
allocation of optimal switching angles to each power semiconductor
device. It has been identified that first and last steps in SOP tech-
nique are dependent on the converter topology, whereas second step
in SOP technique is independent of converter topology. Based on the
developed analysis, state-of-the-art generalized SOP technique along
with angle swapping scheme has been employed to modulate cascaded
7L and 9L MLCs with fs,avg equal to f1R.
2. Proposed modified SOP technique for modulating MLCs with five
or higher levels to achieve the following objectives : identical device
switching frequency, and limit the peak device switching frequency to
desired fs,max. The performance of the proposed technique is similar
to that of state-of-the-art SOP technique but with further reduced
device switching frequency. In addition, proposed technique main-
tains the same pulse number in the higher modulation index range
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that avoids transients in machine currents. The proposed technique
has been used to modulate cascaded 7L and 9L MLCs with fs,max set
at f1R.
3. Proposed enhanced SOP technique for MMC, which involves modi-
fications in method to estimate pulse number N , and allocation of
switching angles to each power semiconductor device. The identi-
fied criteria for allocating optimal switching angles are identical de-
vice switching frequency and balanced capacitor voltages. An angle
swapping scheme has been proposed to balance capacitor voltages.
4. Proposed enhanced SOP technique for dual inverter based topologies
to eliminate common-mode currents in machine stator windings. The
basic idea for elimination of common-mode currents in stator wind-
ings is to utilize switching patterns that are 120◦ phase apart for the
inverter phase legs feeding respective stator winding.
5. Proposed a new dual nL-MMC topology that can be operated from
a single dc source and generates any number of voltage levels.
1.6 Thesis Outline
The contents of the thesis are organized as follows:
1. In Chapter 2, state-of-the-art SOP technique is systematically ana-
lyzed. The developed analysis is utilized to modulate cascaded 7L
and 9L MLCs with fs,avg set at f1R. The experimental results are
demonstrated to validate the analysis.
2. In Chapter 3, modified SOP technique is presented for MLCs with
five or higher levels to achieve following objectives : identical de-
vice switching frequency, limit the peak device switching frequency
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to desired fs,max. The proposed technique is demonstrated using low
power prototypes of cascaded 7L and 9L MLCs.
3. In Chapter 4, details of modified SOP technique for MMC topol-
ogy are presented. Experimental results from 5L-MMC topology are
illustrated to validate the proposed technique.
4. In Chapter 5, enhanced SOP technique for dual inverter based topolo-
gies is presented to eliminate common-mode currents in machine sta-
tor windings. In addition, details of proposed dual nL-MMC topology
that can be operated from a single dc source is discussed.
5. In Chapter 6, conclusions and summary of thesis are presented along
with guidelines for future work.
1.7 Concluding Remarks
This Chapter has presented the requirements and challenges of modulation
techniques for MV high power drives. Due to thermal constraints of power
semiconductor devices, LDSF modulation techniques with high quality of
converter output currents are preferred for MV drives. Based on the liter-
ature review of LDSF modulation techniques, it has been concluded that
SOP technique has better steady-state and dynamic performance if device
switching frequency is limited to 200 Hz. The study of emerging trends in
MV drives and state-of-the-art SOP technique has led to following research
objectives for this thesis : systematic analysis of SOP technique for mod-
ulating MLCs with any number of voltage levels, propose modified SOP
technique for MMC topology, enhance state-of-the-art SOP technique to
eliminate common-mode currents in the stator windings of induction motor,
and propose new dual inverter based MLC topology that can be operated




This Chapter gives the new analysis of generalized SOP technique and
its implementation for 7L and 9L MLCs. SOP technique combines syn-
chronous PWM with optimization technique. Synchronous PWM is used in
low device switching frequency applications where carrier signal frequency
fc is always made an integer multiple of modulation signal frequency fm,
i.e., fs
fm
is an integer. This is done so as to eliminate sub-harmonic frequency
components, which are undesirable in several applications. Synchronous
PWM results in a fewer number of switching instants in one fundamen-
tal cycle and thus a little variation in the switching angle values will have
considerable influence on the harmonic distortion of output voltage and
current waveforms [113]. Therefore, optimization methods are suggested
to predetermine the switching angles off-line for each steady-state oper-
ating point to achieve excellent quality of output waveforms [95]. These
optimal switching angles are stored as look-up tables in controller mem-
ory and retrieved during real-time operation as demanded by outer-loop
controller.
This Chapter is organized as follows: Basics of SOP are given in Section
2.2, method to estimate number of switching angles for each modulation
index is discussed in Section 2.3, mathematical details about optimization
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of switching angles are given in Section 2.4, procedure to allocate optimal
switching angles to each power semiconductor device is discussed in Section
2.5, circuit topology and operation of 7L and 9L MLCs along with experi-
mental results obtained with SOP technique are demonstrated in Sections
2.6 and 2.7, respectively. The Chapter is concluded in Section 2.8.
2.2 Basics of SOP
SOP technique has been implemented for v/f control of variable speed in-
duction motor drives. In variable speed drives, the fundamental frequency
f1 varies from zero to f1R. The typical value of f1R is 50/60 Hz, however,
it might go up to a few hundred Hertz in some high-speed applications.
Therefore, the standard practice in SOP is to utilize normalized funda-
mental frequency f1
f1R
, which is defined as modulation index m. The value
of m varies from 0 to 1 and it is usually divided into small intervals to ob-
tain the discrete values for m. SOP technique determines optimal switching
angles for all possible discrete values of m.
A typical nL waveform is shown in Fig. 2.1, where Vstep denotes the
difference between two consecutive voltage levels and the value of Vpeak
should be equal to 0.5*(n-1)*Vstep. In general, half-wave and quarter-wave
symmetries are introduced in the switching pattern in order to eliminate
Fig. 2.1: A typical nL phase output voltage waveform
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all odd order harmonics and then it is sufficient to determine the switching
angles in a quarter fundamental period. The number of switching angles in
a quarter period is denoted as pulse number, N . Implementation of SOP
technique for each discrete value of m involves three steps :
1. Determine value of N such that fs ≤ fs,max.
2. Optimization of switching angles to minimize harmonic distortion
of converter output currents for each steady-state operating point
(m,N).
3. Allocation of switching angles to each power semiconductor device.
The first and last steps in SOP technique depends on converter topol-
ogy, whereas the second step in SOP is independent of converter topology.
Complete details about each step in SOP technique are given next.
2.3 Estimation of pulse number, N
The first step in SOP technique is to estimate value of N for each dis-
crete value of m such that fs ≤ fs,max, which depends on the converter
topology. However, classical MLC topologies such as NPC, FC, CHB, and
HNPC share a common feature that an nL-MLC consists of 0.5*(n-1) sub-
converters such as H-Bridge or 3L-NPC in each phase. Therefore, it is
possible to develop generic procedure for classical MLC topologies to esti-
mate N for all possible discrete values of m [114]. On the other hand, some
of the emerging MLC topologies such as MMCs require different procedure
that will be dealt in Chapter 4.
For a 3L sub-converter operating at (m,N3L), fs should be equal to
N3L.m.f1R. Then, the value of N3L such that fs ≤ fs,max for a particular
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where, floor(x) denotes the largest integer smaller than x. The value of N
for the classical nL-MLC that consists of 0.5*(n− 1) 3L sub-converters in












Due to usage of function floor(x), each value of pulse number N will have
its associated range of m. For example, a 9L inverter operating at fs,max
= f1R should have N=4 for values of m varying from 0.801 to 1. Also, it
should be observed from (2.2) that N increases at lower values of m.
Fig. 2.2: MLC fed induction motor drive system
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2.4 Optimization of switching angles
The next step in SOP is to perform optimization to determine switching
angles for each steady-state operating point (m,N). The goal of optimiza-
tion is to minimize the harmonic distortion of machine stator currents. The
preferred objective function is distortion factor d, which is independent of





A MLC fed induction motor drive is shown in Fig. 2.2. The phase
output voltage of MLC and input phase voltage of induction motor are
denoted as vjo and vjg (j=A,B,C), where o, g denote the neutral point
of MLC and induction motor, respectively. Consider a typical nL phase
output voltage waveform as shown in Fig. 2.1 with switching angles as
α1, α2, α3, . . . , αN in a quarter period. Using Fourier analysis, expressions











where, term s(i) = 1 when the voltage level is switching to a higher potential
and s(i)=-1 when switching to lower potential, and k corresponds to all odd
order harmonics. The waveform vgo contains all the triple order harmonics
of vjo with amplitude equal to one third of amplitude of vjo. So, phase
voltage of induction motor vjp=vjo-vpo has all the harmonics of vjo except
triple order harmonics [113]. Assuming that stator currents are determined
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where, k corresponds to all odd order harmonics except triple order har-































It should be observed from (2.9) that d depends on the two variables: s(i)
and αi (i=1,2...N ). To simplify optimization, all the possible set of s(i)
that lead to nL waveform known as structures should be determined in
advance. Next, optimal switching angles for each structure are determined
and then the structure that exhibits minimum d is selected. More details
about multilevel structures are given next. In addition, constraint on the
switching angles to maintain current modulation index value for constant
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2.4.1 Multilevel Structures
The output waveform of the MLC can be represented as sequence of voltage
levels known as structure. An nL waveform has n discrete voltage levels
−0.5 ∗ (n− 1) ∗ Vstep,. . . ,−Vstep,0,Vstep, . . . , 0.5 ∗ (n− 1) ∗ Vstep, which can
be represented by logic levels −0.5 ∗ (n − 1),. . . ,-1,0,1,. . . ,0.5 ∗ (n − 1),
respectively. As there are more than two discrete voltage levels in case of
MLCs, it is possible to have multiple sequence of voltage levels or structures
that depends on the number of voltage levels. Different possible structures
for 3L, 5L, 7L and 9L waveforms with N=5 are shown in Fig. 2.3. It
should be observed that there exists only one possible structure for a 3L
waveform, whereas higher number of structures exists for five or higher-level
waveforms due to additional degree of freedom in choosing next voltage
level. Similarly, the number of structures increases at higher values of N .
The number of possible structures for 3L, 5L, 7L and 9L waveforms with
N varying from 3 to 15 are shown in Table 2.1.
Fig. 2.3: Structures of 3L, 5L, 7L and 9L waveforms with N = 5
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Table 2.1: Number of structures for 3L, 5L, 7L and 9L waveforms
N
Output 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
3L 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
5L 1 3 3 7 7 15 15 31 31 63 63 127 127
7L 1 1 4 5 13 18 39 57 112 169 313 482 859
9L 0 1 1 5 6 20 26 73 99 253 352 848 1200
Table 2.2: Structures of 3L, 5L, 7L and 9L waveforms with N = 5
Structure Voltage levels s(i)
3L 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1 1,-1,1,-1,1
5L
0, 1, 0, 1, 2, 1 1,-1,1,1,-1
0, 1, 2, 1, 0, 1 1,1,-1,-1,1
0, 1, 2, 1, 2, 1 1,1,-1,1,-1
7L
0, 1, 0, 1, 2, 3 1,-1,1,1,1
0, 1, 2, 1, 2, 3 1,1,-1,1,1
0, 1, 2, 3, 2, 1 1,1,1,-1,-1
0, 1, 2, 3, 2, 3 1,1,1,-1,1
9L 0,1,2,3,4,3 1,1,1,1,-1
In SOP technique, a structure is usually represented as sequence of
switching transitions s(i) as demanded by expression for d in (2.9) with
s(i) = 1 when switching to higher potential and s(i) = -1 when switching
to lower potential. The representation of possible structures of 3L, 5L, 7L
and 9L waveforms with N=5 illustrated in Fig. 2.3 is done in Table 2.2,
in terms of sequence of logic voltage levels and s(i). After determining all
possible structures for a given N , the next step is to determine optimal
switching patterns for each steady-state operating point (m,N).
2.4.2 Optimization Algorithm
The optimization algorithm is implemented using MATLAB. Gradient search
method ‘FMINCON’ with active-set algorithm searches for switching angles
that minimize d. During optimization, the switching angles in a quarter
period are determined for phase A and then complete switching pattern is
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Fig. 2.4: Flowchart of optimization algorithm
obtained by utilizing half-wave and quarter-wave symmetries. Then, the
switching patterns for the other two phases are obtained by shifting the
phase A switching pattern by 120◦ and 240◦, respectively. The flow chart
of optimization algorithm is given in Fig. 2.4. More details of optimization
algorithm are given next.
1. Obtain the range of N : The range of N for nL-MLC can be
obtained by substituting minimum and maximum possible values of
m in (2.2).
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2. Obtain all the possible structures of nL waveform for each N :
An algorithm has been developed to obtain all the possible structures
of nL waveform for a given N . All the structures are usually stored
in the form of set of s(i) as explained in Section 2.4.1.
3. Initialization: The next step is to obtain N switching angles that
should correspond to the given value of m. The MATLAB function
‘randn’ is used to generate the switching angles α2 to αN with mean
zero and standard deviation equal to one. Then, the value of α1
is calculated based on (2.10). The gradient-based search algorithms
might not give global best solutions, which depends on the initial
switching angles. Therefore, several iterations were carried out in
initialization step to obtain multiple set of initial switching angles.
The set of switching angles with least value of d are selected and they
define the initial values of switching angles for the optimization that
follows in the next step.
4. Optimization: The MATLAB gradient method ‘FMINCON’ with
active-set algorithm is used for solving the nonlinear constrained ob-
jective function. While calculating the value of d, the harmonic com-
ponents of order up to 100 were considered. The optimization loop
runs for all the possible structures for a given N over its associated
modulation index range, starting from the set of initial switching
angles obtained in previous step. The goal of optimization is to de-
termine the switching angles that minimize d given by (2.9) with the
following constraints:
(a) Switching angles should be with in the range 0 to 90◦.
(b) Sufficient gap (10µs) between consecutive switching angles to
allow for minimum ON/OFF times of the semiconductor devices.
(c) Switching angles should satisfy non-linear constraint (2.10)
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The iterations stop when the change in the value of objective func-
tion ∆d < 10−15. The structure, which exhibits minimum d for all
operating points with same N is recorded. Optimal switching angles
along with set of s(i) of the structure that exhibits minimum d are
stored as look-up tables for each steady state operating point (m,N).
5. Post-Optimization: This loop starts when optimal switching angles
were obtained for calculated range of m for a given N . The optimized
switching angles for consecutive operating points with same N might
have discontinuities. This might lead to transients in machine cur-
rents whenever the operating point passes a point of discontinuity.
Therefore, post-optimization (PO) should be performed to establish
the continuity of switching angles for values of m associated with N .
In the beginning, the difference between switching angles of consec-
utive modulation index values for a given N were calculated. The
PO starts if the maximum difference between consecutive switching
angles ∆αi exceeds 5
◦. In the PO, the switching angles were re-
optimized at the point of discontinuity, by using optimal switching
angles corresponding to previous modulation index value as initial
values. Due to PO, there might be a little compromise in distortion
factor d but it helps avoid the transients in machine currents [114].
2.4.3 Optimization Results
The SOP technique has been used for generating optimal switching angles
for 5L, 7L and 9L waveforms with fs,max= f1R. The performance of SOP
technique in terms of d versus m for 5L, 7L and 9L waveforms before and
after post-optimization is shown in Fig. 2.5 (a)-(b), respectively. Similarly,
the results of optimization in terms of THD versus m for 5L, 7L and 9L
waveforms before and after post-optimization are shown in Fig. 2.6 (a)-(b),
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respectively. It should be observed that the performance of SOP technique
is slightly compromised with post-optimization, which is necessary to avoid
transients in machine currents. Also, harmonic distortion of output wave-
forms decreases as number of voltage levels increases. When value of m
becomes closer to unity, operation of converter will be similar to six-step
operation that leads towards higher harmonic distortion.
At lower values of m, the computation time to obtain optimal switching
angles greatly increases due to large number of possible structures. Also,
the performance of optimization is not much improved compared to classi-
cal modulation techniques at lower modulation index values [113]. There-
fore, SVM is preferred when m ≤ 0.3 [161]. However, MV high-power drives
are usually operated in the higher modulation index range (m > 0.5) [131],
where SOP offers superior performance. To conclude, best performance of
SOP is expected in the modulation index range 0.3 < m < 0.93, although
SOP can be utilized over entire range of m.
(a)
(b)
Fig. 2.5: Performance of SOP in terms of d for 5L, 7L and 9L waveforms
with fs,max=f1R. (a) Before post-optimization (b) After post-optimization
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2.5 Allocation of Optimal Switching Angles
The next step in SOP technique is to allocate optimal switching angles to
each power semiconductor device. The signal flow graph in Fig. 2.7 ex-
plains the details of implementation SOP technique for the MLCs. The
magnitude of the reference voltage vector uref is used for selecting the op-
timal switching pattern P(m,N), which consists of optimal switching angles
along with switching transitions s(i) of best possible structure. The opti-
(a)
(b)
Fig. 2.6: Performance of SOP in terms of line voltage THD for 5L, 7L
and 9L waveforms with fs,max=f1R. (a) Before post-optimization (b) After
post-optimization
Fig. 2.7: Signal flow graph of SOP technique for an nL-MLC
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mal switching pattern P(m,N), phase angle of reference voltage vector and
f1 are given as input to modulator, which generates optimal nL switching
state vector uk
nL (k=A,B,C) of each phase. In the next stage, gating
signal generator is responsible for assigning switching angles to each power
semiconductor device based on the optimal switching patterns P(m,N).
It should be noted that optimal switching angles of nL waveform can be
applied for any nL-MLC topology by modifying the mechanism of gating
signal generator.
One of the most important criteria while assigning switching angles to
each power semiconductor device is to achieve identical device switching
frequency. In addition, there might be other requirements specific to each
converter topology such as capacitor voltage balancing, minimizing capac-
itor voltage ripple, elimination/minimization of common-mode voltages or
currents and so on. More details about allocation of switching angles will
be treated separately for each MLC topology.
2.6 SOP of Cascaded 7L MLC
This section gives the implementation details of SOP technique for cascaded
7L MLC. In the beginning, circuit topology and operation of 7L MLC are
described. Next, implementation details of SOP technique for 7L MLC are
presented. At the end, experimental results are demonstrated to show the
effectiveness of SOP technique.
2.6.1 Circuit Topology and Operation
The topology of 7L cascade inverter is shown in Fig. 2.8 [163]. Each phase
consists of a connected set of 5L-HNPC inverter and the H-Bridge. The
classical 7L CHB topology requires three separate dc sources in each phase,
whereas this topology requires only two separate dc sources in each phase.
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The synthesized output voltage levels of 7L cascade inverter are shown
in Table 2.3. The mid-point potential of 3L-NPC1 and 3L-NPC2 phase legs
with respect to neutral point ‘P’ is denoted as V3L1 and V3L2, respectively
and output voltage of H-Bridge is denoted as VHB. The output potential
of 5L-HNPC inverter is denoted as V5L, which is equal to V3L1-V3L2. The
voltages V3L1 and V3L2 consists of three discrete voltage levels −Vdc, 0,
and Vdc, which are obtained by switching on top two switches, middle two
switches, and bottom two switches, respectively. Thus, the output voltage
V5L1 consists of five discrete voltage levels −2Vdc, −Vdc, 0, Vdc, and 2Vdc.
The voltage VHB consists of three discrete voltage levels −Vdc, 0, and Vdc,
which are obtained by switching on (S9,S12), (S9,S11) or (S10,S12), and
(S10,S11), respectively. The phase output voltage of 7L cascade inverter
is equal to V5L + VHB and thus it consists of seven discrete voltage levels
−3Vdc, −2Vdc, −Vdc, 0, Vdc, 2Vdc, and 3Vdc.
Fig. 2.8: Cascaded 7L inverter topology
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Table 2.3: Switching states and synthesized output voltage levels of cas-
caded 7L MLC
V7L V5L V3L1 V3L2 VHB S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 S11 S12
-3Vdc -2Vdc -Vdc Vdc -Vdc 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0
-2Vdc
-2Vdc -Vdc Vdc 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1
-Vdc -Vdc 0 -Vdc 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0
-Vdc 0 Vdc -Vdc 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0
-Vdc
-Vdc -Vdc 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1
-Vdc 0 Vdc 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1
0 0 0 -Vdc 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1
Vdc
0 0 0 Vdc 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1
Vdc Vdc 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1
Vdc 0 -Vdc 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1
2Vdc
Vdc Vdc 0 Vdc 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1
Vdc 0 -Vdc Vdc 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1
2Vdc Vdc -Vdc 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1
3Vdc 2Vdc Vdc -Vdc Vdc 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1
2.6.2 Implementation of SOP technique
The SOP algorithm developed in MATLAB programming is used for gen-
erating optimal switching angles for 7L waveforms operating with fs,max =
f1R. The MLC topology shown in Fig. 2.8 consists of two 3L-NPC phase
legs and one H-Bridge in each phase and hence, the generalized SOP tech-
nique described in Sections 2.2 to 2.5 can be utilized. More details about
implementation are given next.
Table 2.4: SOP of 7L-MLC at fs,max=f1R : Estimated values of N7L and
fs for a given m
m f1 N7L fs(Hz)
0.751 - 1 37.55 - 50.00 3 37.55 - 50
0.601 - 0.75 30.05 - 37.50 4 40.06 - 50
0.501 - 0.60 25.05 - 30.00 5 41.75 - 50
0.429 - .050 21.45 - 25.00 6 42.90 - 50
0.376 - 0.428 18.80 - 21.40 7 43.87 - 50
0.334 - 0.375 16.70 - 18.75 8 44.53 - 50
0.301 - 0.333 15.05 - 16.65 9 45.15 - 50
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Fig. 2.9: SOP of 7L-MLC at fs,max=f1R : Estimated values of N and fs
for a given m
2.6.2.1 Estimation of pulse number, N
The objective of SOP technique is to operate 7L MLC at fs,max = f1R.













Based on (2.11), the estimated value of N7L and corresponding fs for each
discrete value of m is shown in Table 2.4 and Fig. 2.9. It should be observed
that fs is limited to f1R for all operating points.
2.6.2.2 Optimization of switching angles
Based on (2.9) and (2.10), the expression for d and constraint on the switch-
ing angles to achieve given modulation index value for constant v/f control























The optimal switching angles for each steady-state operating points are
determined based on the optimization algorithm given in Section 2.4.2.
Next, details about allocation of optimal switching angles are presented.
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2.6.2.3 Allocation of Optimal Switching Angles
The phase output of cascaded 7L MLC is obtained by combining outputs
of 3L-NPC1, 3L-NPC2 and H-Bridge inverters. A systematic procedure is
developed to assign switching angles for each semiconductor device from
corresponding optimal 7L waveforms. The main challenge is to ensure
identical distribution of switching commutations as well as minimal ripple
in dc-link capacitor voltages of 5L-HNPC inverter.
A. Equal distribution of switching transitions: The switching
transition in a 7L waveform leads to transition in one of the 3L sub-
converters, i.e, 3L-NPC1, 3L-NPC2, and H-Bridge. Ideally, the total switch-
ing transitions in a 7L waveform, N7L, should be equally divided among all
3L sub-converters to ensure equal distribution of switching losses. However,
equal distribution of switching transitions is possible only when N7L is a
multiple of 3. Table 2.5 shows possible divisions of switching transitions
N7L among all 3L sub-converters. It should be observed that switching
transitions are equally divided only when N7L= 3, 6 or 9. Otherwise, each
3L sub-converter will have different switching transitions. In addition, due
to constraint of minimizing the dc-link voltage unbalance, equal division
of switching transitions may not be possible even if N7L is a multiple of
3. This leads to different device switching frequency for 3L sub-converters
and hence, unequal switching losses. However, by using swapping of gating
signals, it is possible to operate all power semiconductor devices at same
switching frequency [161]. The last column of Table 2.5 shows that fs,avg
is limited to f1R for all operating points.
B. Minimizing ripple in dc-link capacitor voltages: The dc-link
capacitor voltages of inverter are assumed constant while deriving (2.9).
However, there might be ripple in dc-link capacitor voltages of 5L-HNPC
inverter that depends on the load condition as well as switching patterns
[164]. The difference between two dc-link capacitor voltages is termed as
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Fig. 2.10: Operation of 5L-HNPC inverter for different switching patterns
NPP error. In steady-state operating conditions, average value of NPP
error tends to become zero and thus further distortion of machine currents
is negligible [165]. On the other hand, NPP error might get accumulated
during transient operation and thus NPP balancing algorithms have been
proposed [117,165,166]. Moreover, the ripple in dc-link capacitor voltages
should be minimized to reduce voltage stress on the power semiconductor
devices and capacitors. The analysis of dc-link capacitor voltages of 5L-
HNPC inverter for two different switching patterns are shown in Fig. 2.10.
It should be observed that, charging and discharging of dc-link capacitor
voltages happens when output is ±Vdc, otherwise dc-link capacitor voltages
remain constant.
2.6.2.4 Analysis for three different operating points
To demonstrate the performance of SOP technique, three operating points
(m=0.9225, N =3), (m=0.4667, N =6) and (m=0.3412, N =8) have been
selected. The allocation of optimal switching angles for three operating
points are shown in Table 2.6 (a)-(c), which is done based on the anal-
ysis presented in Section 2.6.2.3. Table 2.7 shows two possible ways of
assigning switching angles to power semiconductor devices corresponding
to operating point (m=0.4667, N=6). In both cases the fs is equal to
2f1. However, combination 1 is preferred over combination 2 as it leads
to less NPP error in dc-link capacitor voltages of 5L-HNPC inverter. The
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reason is that dc-link capacitors are charged/discharged for a shorter du-
ration (30.66◦) with combination 1 compared to combination 2 (66.17◦) in
a quarter period. Thus, combination 1 is selected because unbalance in
dc-link capacitor voltages is less.
Table 2.6: Allocation of optimal switching angles for 7L MLC.
(a)(m=0.9225, N=3) (b)(m=0.4667, N=6) (c) (m=0.3412, N=8)
Switching Angles
Output 0◦ 5.4◦ 16.48◦ 34.71◦ N
V7L 0 1 2 3 3
V5L 0 1 2 2 2
VHB 0 0 0 1 1
V3L1 0 0 1 1 1
V3L2 0 -1 -1 -1 1
(a)
Switching Angles
Output 0◦ 2.98◦ 19.79◦ 27.36◦ 34.3◦ 60.57◦ 83.67◦ N
V7L 0 1 2 3 2 1 0 6
V5L 0 0 1 2 2 1 0 4
VHB 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 2
V3L1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 2
V3L2 0 0 -1 -1 -1 -1 0 2
(b)
Switching Angles
Output 0◦ 4.3◦ 12.15◦ 18.07◦ 20.99◦ 44.15◦ 46.0◦ 55.61◦ 66.9◦ N
V7L 0 1 2 1 2 3 2 1 0 8
V5L 0 0 1 1 2 2 1 0 0 4
VHB 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 4
V3L1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 2
V3L2 0 0 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 0 0 2
(c)
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Table 2.7: Allocation of optimal switching angles of 7L MLC for
(m=0.4667, N=6). (a) Combination 1 (b) Combination 2
Angle V7L V5L VHB Duration
(deg) (deg)
0 0 0 0 2.98
2.98 1 0 1 16.81
19.79 2 1 1 7.56
27.36 3 2 1 6.94
34.30 2 2 0 26.26
60.57 1 1 0 23.10
83.67 0 0 0 6.33
N =6 N =4 N =2
(a)
Angle V7L V5L VHB Duration
(deg) (deg)
0 0 0 0 2.98
2.98 1 1 0 16.81
19.79 2 2 0 7.56
27.36 3 2 1 6.94
34.30 2 1 1 26.26
60.57 1 1 0 23.10
83.67 0 0 0 6.33
N =6 N =4 N =2
(b)
2.6.3 Experimental results
A low power prototype of 7L cascade inverter has been developed for
demonstrating the performance of SOP technique, as shown in Fig. 2.11. It
has been implemented using 3L-NPC and six-pack modules from Infineon,
and a six-pack IGBT driver SKHI 61R from Semikron. It should be noted
that by using different pin configurations, it is possible to drive 3L-NPC
module using SKHI 61R. The list of major components along with their
rated parameters are shown in Table 2.8. The gating signals were pro-
Fig. 2.11: Experimental setup of 7L MLC
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Table 2.8: Parameters of major components in 7L MLC prototype
Components Parameters
Induction Motor 1.5 kW, 400 V, 50 Hz
3L-NPC Module F3L30R06W1E3 B11
VCE =600 V, ICnom =30 A
Six-pack Module FS30R06W1E3
VCE =600 V, ICnom =30 A
Six-pack Driver SKHI 61R
VCE =900 V, fmax =50 kHz
DC-link Capacitors 1000 µF, 160 V electrolytic
grammed on a Xilinx Spartan-6 FPGA. Input dc voltage to H-Bridge and
5L-HNPC inverter are maintained at 40.75 V and 81.5 V, respectively, so
that inverter feeds the 1.5-kW induction motor with phase voltage of 110
V at f1 = f1R. The inverter output is connected to induction motor with-
out using any LC filter in order to get better understanding of dominant
harmonics in converter output currents.
The assignment of optimal switching angles to each 3L sub-converter
for the three operating points (m=0.9225, N=3), (m=0.4667, N=6) and
(m=0.3412, N=8) are shown in Table 2.6 (a)-(c), respectively. The value
of N and fs for these operating points are summarized in Table 2.9 (a)-(c),
respectively. For operating point (m=0.4667, N=6), fs should be equal to
2f1 as N=2 for each 3L sub-converter, as shown in Table 2.9 (b). This can
be confirmed from Fig. 2.12, which shows that each power semiconductor
device has four commutations in one fundamental period, i.e, fs = 2f1.
Table 2.9: Estimated values of N and fs for 7L MLC: (a) (m=0.9225,
N =3) (b) (m=0.4667, N=6) (c) (m=0.3412, N=8)



















Fig. 2.12: Gating signals of power semiconductor devices for (m=0.4667,
N=6). (a) 3L-NPC1 (b) 3L-NPC2 (c) H-Bridge
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 2.13: Swapping technique for operating point (m=0.3412, N=8). (a)
Gating signals of S1, S5 and S9 (b) Output voltage of 3L-NPC1, 3L-NPC2,
H-Bridge and 7L-MLC
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The distribution of switching commutations among 3L sub-converters
for the operating point (m=0.3412, N=8) is shown in Table 2.6 (c) and
summarized in Table 2.9 (c). It should be observed that value of N is
different for sub-converters and thus power semiconductor devices will be
operating at different switching frequency, i.e., 2f1, 2f1 and 4f1. By swap-
ping the switching patterns among sub-converters after every fundamental
cycle, it is possible to achieve identical device switching frequency. The
swapping of gating signals can be observed in Fig. 2.13 (a) for three con-
secutive fundamental cycles. It should be observed from the waveforms
that each semiconductor device has total switching transitions equal to 16
in three fundamental cycles and thus, device switching frequency will be
equal to 8f1
3
. The output voltages of 3L-NPC1, 3L-NPC2 and H-Bridge
sub-converters with swapping of gating signals are shown in Fig. 2.13 (b).
It should be noticed that the output phase voltage of 7L inverter remains
the same with swapping of gating signals among 3L sub-converters.
For three operating points (m=0.9225, N=3), (m=0.4667, N=6), and
(m=0.3412, N=8), phase voltage, line voltage and output currents of 7L
inverter are shown in Figs. 2.14 (a)-(c) to Figs. 2.16 (a)-(c), respectively.
It should be observed that the stator currents of induction motor are sinu-
soidal, although very low device switching frequencies equal to 46.275 Hz,
46.67 Hz and 45.49 Hz (< f1R), respectively, have been utilized. It should
be observed that the harmonic distortion of machine stator currents in-
creases at lower values of m.
The dc-link capacitor voltages of 5L-HNPC inverter for the three op-
erating points are shown in Fig. 2.17 (a)-(c), respectively. It should be
observed that ripple in capacitor voltages is minimal. For operating point
(m=0.4667, N=6), the dc-link capacitor voltages shown in Fig. 2.17 (b)
have more NPP error due to higher duration for charging/discharging of
dc-link capacitors (30.66◦) compared to other operating points.




Fig. 2.14: Experimental results for (m=0.9225, N =3). X-axis:10 ms/div
(a) Phase voltages of 7L inverter (Y-axis:50 V/div) (b) Input line voltages of
induction motor (Y-axis:100 V/div) (c) Stator currents of induction motor
(Y-axis:1 A/div)




Fig. 2.15: Experimental results for (m=0.4667, N =6). X-axis:10 ms/div
(a) Phase voltages of 7L inverter (Y-axis:50 V/div) (b) Input line voltages
of induction motor (Y-axis:50 V/div) (c) Stator currents of induction motor
(Y-axis:0.5 A/div)




Fig. 2.16: Experimental results for (m=0.3412, N =8). (a) Phase voltages
of 7L inverter (X-axis:10 ms/div, Y-axis:50 V/div) (b) Input line voltages
of induction motor (X-axis:20 ms/div, Y-axis:50 V/div) (c) Stator currents
of induction motor (X-axis:20 ms/div, Y-axis:0.5 A/div)




Fig. 2.17: Dc-link voltages of 5L-HNPC inverter. X-axis:10 ms/div, Y-
axis:10 V/div. (a) (m=0.9225, N=3) (b) (m=0.4667, N=6) (c) (m=0.3412,
N=8)
(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 2.18: Space vector trajectory of machine stator currents. X,Y-axes:1
A/div. (a) (m=0.9225, N=3) (b) (m=0.4667, N=6) (c) (m=0.3412, N=8)




Fig. 2.19: Harmonic spectrum of stator currents. (a) (m=0.9225, N=3)
(b) (m=0.4667, N=6) (c) (m=0.3412, N=8)
The space vector trajectory of induction motor stator currents for three
operating points are shown in Fig. 2.18 (a)-(c), respectively. The nearly
circular space vector trajectories indicates minimal harmonic distortion. It
should be observed that harmonic distortion increases at lower m values.
Also, data acquisition system has been used to record data of stator currents
for demonstrating harmonic spectrum of stator currents. The harmonic
spectrum of the stator currents for the three operating points are shown
in Fig. 2.19 (a)-(c), respectively. The THD of stator currents for three
operating points is equal to 2.38%, 5.98% and 7.29%, respectively and it
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should be noted that all the dominant harmonic components are less than
3% of the fundamental component. Therefore, it should be concluded that
SOP technique can reduce the average device switching frequency to f1R
without compromising on the quality of stator currents.
2.7 SOP of Cascaded 9L MLC
This Section gives the implementation details of SOP technique for cas-
caded 9L MLC. Initially, circuit topology and operation of 9L MLC are
described and then implementation details for SOP of 9L MLC are pre-
sented. Finally, experimental results from 9L MLC fed 1.5-kW induction
motor are demonstrated to show the effectiveness of SOP technique.
Fig. 2.20: Cascade 9L MLC topology
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Table 2.10: Operation of cascade 9L MLC
V9L V5L1 V3L11 V3L12 V5L2 V3L21 V3L22
-4Vdc -2Vdc −Vdc Vdc -2Vdc −Vdc Vdc
−3Vdc −2Vdc −Vdc Vdc −Vdc −Vdc 0-Vdc −Vdc 0 −2Vdc −Vdc Vdc
-2Vdc
-2Vdc −Vdc Vdc 0 0 0
-Vdc −Vdc 0 −Vdc −Vdc 0
0 0 0 -2Vdc −Vdc Vdc
-Vdc
-2Vdc −Vdc Vdc Vdc Vdc 0
-Vdc −Vdc 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 −Vdc −Vdc 0
Vdc Vdc 0 −2Vdc −Vdc Vdc
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Vdc
-Vdc −Vdc 0 2Vdc Vdc −Vdc
0 0 0 Vdc Vdc 0
Vdc Vdc 0 0 0 0
2Vdc Vdc -Vdc -Vdc −Vdc 0
2Vdc
0 0 0 2Vdc Vdc -Vdc
Vdc Vdc 0 Vdc Vdc 0
2Vdc Vdc -Vdc 0 0 0
3Vdc
Vdc Vdc 0 2Vdc Vdc -Vdc
2Vdc Vdc -Vdc Vdc Vdc 0
4Vdc 2Vdc Vdc -Vdc 2Vdc Vdc -Vdc
2.7.1 Circuit topology and Operation
The topology of cascade 9L MLC is shown in Fig. 2.20. It consists of two
5L-HNPC converters connected in series. Each phase leg of 5L-HNPC con-
verter generates three voltage levels (−Vdc, 0, Vdc) with respect to neutral
point ‘P’. The phase output voltage of each 5L-HNPC inverter consists
of five voltage levels (−2Vdc,−Vdc, 0, Vdc, 2Vdc). As two 5L-HNPC invert-
ers are connected in series, the inverter phase output voltage consists of
nine voltage levels (−4Vdc,−3Vdc,−2Vdc,−Vdc, 0, Vdc, 2Vdc, 3Vdc, 4Vdc). The
steady-state operation of cascade 9L MLC is shown in Table 2.10.
2.7.2 Implementation of SOP Technique
The SOP algorithm developed in MATLAB programming is used for gener-
ating optimal switching angles for 9L waveforms with fs,max = f1R. The 9L
MLC topology shown in Fig. 2.20 consists of four 3L-NPC sub-converters in
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Table 2.11: SOP of 9L MLC at fs,max = f1R : Estimated values of N9L and
fs for a given m
m f1 N9L fs(Hz)
0.801 - 1.000 40.05-50.00 4 40.05 - 50
0.668 - 0.800 33.40-40.00 5 41.75 - 50
0.572 - 0.667 28.60-33.35 6 42.90 - 50
0.501 - 0.571 25.05-28.55 7 43.84 - 50
0.445 - 0.500 22.25-25.00 8 44.50 - 50
0.401 - 0.444 20.05-22.20 9 45.11 - 50
0.365 - 0.400 18.25-20.00 10 45.62 - 50
0.334 - 0.364 16.70-18.20 11 45.92 - 50
0.309 - 0.333 15.45-16.65 12 46.35 - 50
0.287 - 0.308 14.35-15.40 13 46.64 - 50
Fig. 2.21: SOP of 9L MLC at fs,max = f1R : Estimated values of N9L and
fs for a given m
each phase and thus, the generalized SOP technique described in Sections
2.2 to 2.5 can be utilized. Further details are given next.
2.7.2.1 Estimation of pulse number, N
Based on (2.2), the value of N9L for each discrete value of m to operate 9L












Based on (2.14), the estimated value of N9L and corresponding fs for a
given m is shown in Table 2.11 and Fig. 2.21. It should be observed that
fs,max is limited to f1R for entire range of m.
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2.7.2.2 Optimization of switching angles

















Based on (2.10), the constraint on the switching angles to maintain current
modulation index value with constant v/f control of induction motor drive







The optimal switching angles for all steady-state operating points are de-
termined based on the optimization algorithm given in Section 2.4. Details
of assigning switching angles to each semiconductor device are given next.
2.7.2.3 Allocation of Optimal Switching Angles
The next step after determining optimal switching angles is to allocate
optimal switching angles to each power semiconductor device. The output
of cascaded 9L inverter is obtained by combining the outputs of four 3L-
NPC sub-converters. The main challenge is to choose those combinations
that achieve identical device switching frequency as well as minimize the
dc-link capacitor voltage ripple in each 5L-HNPC inverter.
A. Equal distribution of switching commutations: One of the
most important criteria to be considered while assigning switching angles
is to achieve identical device switching frequency. Each switching transition
in a 9L waveform is due to switching transition in one of the four 3L-NPC
inverters, which should be equally distributed to achieve same switching
frequency for all power semiconductor devices. However, equal distribution
of switching transitions among all four 3L-NPC inverters is possible only
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when N9L is a multiple of four. The distribution of switching transitions
among four 3L-NPC inverters is shown in Table 2.12 for all steady-state
operating points. It should be observed that for N9L=4, 8 or 12, switching
transitions are equally divided among four 3L-NPC inverters, otherwise
each 3L-NPC inverters will have different switching transitions. Additional
measures like swapping of gating signals among four 3L-NPC inverters after
every fundamental cycle is required to establish same number of switching
transitions and thus achieve identical device switching frequency [161].
B. Minimizing dc-link capacitor voltage ripple: During optimiza-
tion calculations, dc-link capacitor voltages are assumed constant. How-
ever, 3L-NPC topology contains floating dc-link capacitors which are not
stabilized by external sources. Therefore, it is important to maintain dc-
link capacitor voltage balance and also minimize the voltage ripple to avoid
further distortion of machine stator currents and also to reduce the high
voltage stress on power semiconductor devices as well as dc-link capacitors.
It should be observed from Fig. 2.20 that potential of neutral point ‘P’ is
floating and it changes in proportion to integral of neutral point current
In. The neutral point current In depends on the load condition as well
as switching patterns [164]. The difference between two dc-link capacitor
voltages is termed as NPP error.
Table 2.13: Analysis of dc-link capacitor voltages of 5L-HNPC
5L 3L1 3L2 In Vdc1 Vdc2
2Vdc Vdc -Vdc 0 Constant Constant
Vdc 0 -Vdc +ve Charging Discharging
Vdc Vdc 0 -ve Discharging Charging
0 0 0 0 Constant Constant
-Vdc 0 Vdc -ve Discharging Charging
-Vdc -Vdc 0 +ve Charging Discharging
-2Vdc -Vdc Vdc 0 Constant Constant
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Fig. 2.22: Different possible realizations of 9L waveform
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It should be observed from Table 2.13 that charging and discharging
of dc-link capacitor voltages happens when the output potential of 5L-
HNPC is ±Vdc, whereas dc-link capacitor voltages remains constant if the
output voltage of 5L-HNPC inverter is 0 or ±2Vdc. Due to natural balanc-
ing mechanism of NPC converters [165], the average value of NPP error
tends to become zero in steady-state operating conditions and thus further
distortion of machine currents is negligible. However, transient operating
conditions might lead to accumulation of NPP error and thus several NPP
balancing algorithms have been suggested in the literature [117,165,166].
Moreover, the ripple in dc-link capacitor voltages should be minimized
otherwise it leads to high voltage stress on the power semiconductor de-
vices and capacitors. This is possible by dividing the optimal 9L waveform
such that output potential of V5L1, V5L2 is ±Vdc for shorter duration. For
example, four possible realizations of a optimal 9L waveform are shown in
Fig. 2.22. With combination in Fig. 2.22 (d), output potential of V5L1, V5L2
becomes ±Vdc for shorter time interval. Therefore, combination (d) is
preferable to achieve minimal ripple in dc-link capacitor voltages. The
exact value of unbalance depends on the load conditions.
Based on above analysis, distribution of commutations for three differ-
ent operating points (m=0.9216, N=4), (m=0.5804, N=6), and m=0.4706,
N=8) are shown in Table 2.14 (a)-(c), respectively. It should be observed
that equal distribution of switching commutations is possible only when
N9L is a multiple of four. Therefore, swapping of gating signals after ev-
ery fundamental period should be performed to achieve identical device
switching frequency. Also, it should be observed in the last row of Table
2.14 that optimal switching angles correspond to modulation index of given
operating point.
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Table 2.14: Allocation of optimal switching angles for 9L MLC.
(a)(m=0.9216, N=4) (b)(m=0.5804, N=6) (c)(m=0.4706, N=8)
Switching Angles (Deg)
Output 0 4.11 11.97 23.13 37.72 N
V9L 0 1 2 3 4 4
V5L1 0 0 0 1 2 2
V5L2 0 1 2 2 2 2
V3L11 0 0 0 0 1 1
V3L12 0 0 0 -1 -1 1
V3L21 0 0 1 1 1 1




i=1 s(i) cos(αi) = 0.9215 ≈ m
(a)
Switching Angles (Deg)
Output 0 28.72 32.33 35.97 46.95 59.29 73.32 N
V9L 0 1 0 1 2 3 4 6
V5L1 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 2
V5L2 0 1 0 1 2 2 2 4
V3L11 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
V3L12 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 1
V3L21 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1




i=1 s(i) cos(αi) = 0.5800 ≈ m
(b)
Switching Angles (Deg)
Output 0 4.541 9.570 22.670 28.282 32.838 54.362 66.970 84.844 N
V9L 0 1 2 3 4 3 2 1 0 8
V5L1 0 0 0 1 2 1 0 0 0 4
V5L2 0 1 2 2 2 2 2 1 0 4
V3L11 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2
V3L12 0 0 0 -1 -1 -1 0 0 0 2
V3L21 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 2




i=1 s(i) cos(αi) = 0.4709 ≈ m
(c)
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2.7.3 Experimental Results
The proposed SOP technique has been implemented for controlling cascade
9L inverter feeding a 1.5-kW induction motor. The low power prototype
of cascaded 9L inverter for one of three phases is shown in Fig. 2.23. It
has been implemented using 3L-NPC modules from Infineon and a six-pack
IGBT driver SKHI 61R from Semikron. The gating signals are programmed
on a Xilinx Spartan-6 FPGA. The induction motor was supplied with phase
voltage of 110 V at 50 Hz operation and thus, the dc-link capacitor voltages
should be maintained at 30.56 V based on (2.5). The list of major compo-
nents along with their parameters are shown in Table 2.15. The output of
9L inverter is directly connected to the induction motor without using any
LC filter to get better understanding of dominant harmonics.
The waveforms of output phase-voltage, line-voltage, and stator cur-
rents corresponding to operating points (m=0.9216, N=4), (m=0.5804,
N=6), (m=0.4706, N=8), and (m=0.3059, N=13) are shown in Figs. 2.24
(a)-(c) to Figs. 2.27 (a)-(c), respectively. The output phase-voltage con-
Fig. 2.23: PCB of cascade 9L MLC for one of the three phases
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Table 2.15: List of components and their rated parameters for 9L MLC
Components Parameters
Induction Motor 1.5 kW, 400 V, 50 Hz
3L-NPC module F3L30R06W1E3 B11
VCE =600 V, ICnom =30 A
Sixpack Driver SKHI 61R
VCE =900 V, fmax =50 kHz
Dc-link capacitors 1 mF, 160 V electrolytic
(C1-C4)
sists of 9 voltage levels, whereas the output line-to-line voltage with 17
levels looks almost sinusoidal. The machine stator currents for four oper-
ating points are sinusoidal although device switching frequency is equal to
46.08 Hz, 43.53 Hz, 47.06 Hz, and 49.70 Hz, respectively, due to optimal
switching patterns.
The waveforms of dc-link capacitor voltages and NPP error of two 5L-
HNPC inverters for the four operating points are shown in Figs. 2.28
(a)-(d) to Figs. 2.31 (a)-(d), respectively. The ripple in dc-link capacitor
voltages depends on the load and switching patterns, as explained in Sec-
tion 2.7.2.3. Minimum peak-to-peak ripple of 2 volts has been observed in
dc-link capacitors C1 to C4 corresponding to operating point (m=0.9216,
N=4), whereas maximum peak-to-peak ripple of 6 volts is observed across
dc-link capacitors C3 to C4 corresponding to operating point (m=0.3059,
N=13). Also, it should be observed that average value of NPP error is al-
most zero, as shown in Figs. 2.28 (c)-(d) to Figs. 2.31 (c)-(d). There exists
a small NPP error about 1.26 volts (4% of dc-link voltage) in bottom 5L-
HNPC inverter as shown in Fig. 2.27 (d), however, it has not affected the
harmonic distortion of output current significantly. However, by swapping
switching patterns between two NPC legs of phase B the NPP error can
be made approximately zero [117]. The efficiency of inverter is observed
to be nearly 97% for the all the four different operating points due to low
average device switching frequency (≤ f1R).




Fig. 2.24: Experimental results of 9L MLC for (m=0.9216,N=4). (a) Out-
put phase-voltage (b) Output line-voltage (c) Machine stator currents




Fig. 2.25: Experimental results of 9L MLC for (m=0.5804, N=6). (a)
Output phase-voltage (b) Output line-voltage (c) Machine stator currents




Fig. 2.26: Experimental results of 9L MLC for (m=0.4706, N=8). (a)
Output phase-voltage (b) Output line-voltage (c) Machine stator currents




Fig. 2.27: Experimental results of 9L MLC for (m=0.3059, N=13). (a)
Output phase-voltage (b) Output line-voltage (c) Machine stator currents





Fig. 2.28: Dc-link capacitor voltages and NPP error of 9L-MLC for
(m=0.9216,N=4). (a) VC1 and VC2 (b) VC3 and VC4 (c) NPP error of
top 5L-HNPC inverter (d) NPP error of bottom 5L-HNPC inverter





Fig. 2.29: Dc-link capacitor voltages and NPP error of 9L-MLC for
(m=0.5804, N=6). (a) VC1 and VC2 (b) VC3 and VC4 (c) NPP error of
top 5L-HNPC inverter (d) NPP error of bottom 5L-HNPC inverter





Fig. 2.30: Dc-link capacitor voltages and NPP error of 9L-MLC for
(m=0.4706, N=8). (a) VC1 and VC2 (b) VC3 and VC4 (c) NPP error of
top 5L-HNPC inverter (d) NPP error of bottom 5L-HNPC inverter





Fig. 2.31: Dc-link capacitor voltages and NPP error of 9L-MLC for
(m=0.3059, N=13). (a) VC1 and VC2 (b) VC3 and VC4 (c) NPP error of top
5L-HNPC inverter (d) NPP error of bottom 5L-HNPC inverter
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. 2.32: Space vector trajectory of stator currents. (a) (m=0.9216,N=4)
(b) (m=0.5804, N=6) (c) (m=0.4706, N=8) (c) (m=0.3059, N=13)
The space vector trajectories of machine stator currents for four oper-
ating points are shown in Fig. 2.32 (a)-(d), respectively. The circular space
vector trajectories indicate very low harmonic distortion at fs,avg ≤ f1R due
to optimal switching angles. In addition, harmonic analysis has been done
on recorded stator currents. The values of THD between 2-5% for all op-
erating points as shown in Fig. 2.32 (a)-(d) demonstrate the effectiveness
of SOP technique.
For operating point (m=0.4706, N =8), pulse number for all 3L-NPC
inverters is obtained as 2 from Table 2.14 (b) and hence, switching fre-
quency of all power semiconductor devices should be equal to 2f1 (< f1R).
This can be confirmed from the gating signals of semiconductor devices S1,
S5, S9 and S13, as shown in Fig. 2.34.





Fig. 2.33: FFT harmonic spectrum of machine stator current of phase A
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Fig. 2.34: Gating signals of semiconductor devices S1, S5, S9 and S13
2.7.4 Performance Comparison
The aim of this section is to compare the performance of the proposed
SOP technique with level-shift SPWM for 9L MLC. The device switching
frequency has been set at 500 Hz for level-shift SPWM in order to achieve
the good quality of inverter output currents. The performance comparison
in terms of various losses and efficiency is shown in Table 2.16. As expected,
the switching losses with proposed SOP technique are much lower than
level-shift SPWM that employs ten times higher device switching frequency.
Therefore, reduced switching losses in SOP technique leads to lower cooling
system requirements as well as higher device utilization. Also, the overall
efficiency of drive system is slightly higher with proposed SOP technique.
The difference in efficiency appears to be small but this will lead to saving
of several kWs of power in case of MV high power drives. Therefore, energy
and cost savings will be huge in a long term perspective. To conclude, the
proposed SOP technique achieves better system performance compared to
standard level-shift SPWM technique.
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Table 2.16: Performance comparison between proposed SOP and level-shift
SPWM for 9L MLC
SOP level-shift SPWM
Dc input power 1.2584 MW 1.2584 MW
Switching losses 96.5 W 1247 W
Conduction losses 4052 W 3821 W
Total device losses 4148.5 W 5068 W
Drive output power 1.2357 MW 1.2319 MW
Overall efficiency 97.88 % 97.5 %
2.8 Summary and Conclusions
In this Chapter, SOP technique has been analyzed and divided into three
steps : estimation of pulse number N , optimization of switching angles
and allocation of optimal switching angles to each power semiconductor
device. First and last steps in SOP technique are dependent on the con-
verter topology, whereas second step in SOP technique is independent of
converter topology. A systematic analysis has been presented for the last
step of SOP technique to allocate optimal switching angles to each power
semiconductor device. One of the main criteria to allocate optimal switch-
ing angles is to achieve identical device switching frequency. In addition,
there might be other topology requirements such as capacitor voltage bal-
ancing, minimization of capacitor voltage ripple and so on. The developed
analysis has been utilized to modulate 7L and 9L MLCs with fs,avg = f1R






This Chapter gives the details of proposed modified SOP technique for clas-
sical MLC topologies and its implementation details for 7L and 9L MLCs.
As explained in the previous Chapter, classical MLC topologies such as
NPC, FC, CHB, and HNPC topologies share a common feature that an
nL-MLC consists of 0.5*(n-1) sub-converters such as H-Bridge or 3L-NPC
in each phase. Generalized SOP technique determines optimal switching
angles for nL-MLC for all steady-state operating points (m,N). These
optimal switching patterns should be assigned to each sub-converter in or-
der to achieve identical switching frequency and also satisfy the topology
requirements such as capacitor voltage balance, minimized capacitor volt-
age ripple, and so on. However, switching transitions in an nL waveform
may not be equally distributed among sub-converters if pulse number N
is not an integer multiple of 0.5*(n-1). Thus, it is not possible to achieve
fs ≤ fs,max. Also, power semiconductor devices operate at different de-
vice switching frequency, which lead to unequal device switching losses and
thermal loading. Therefore, generalized SOP technique should be enhanced
to limit the device switching frequency to desired fs,max and also to achieve
identical device switching frequency.
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One major application of MV drives is in low performance drives such
as industrial fans, centrifugal pumps, and blowers. They are usually oper-
ated at higher modulation index range (m >0.5) in open-loop v/f control
mode [131]. For such drives, the stator voltage is adjusted in proportion
to the fundamental frequency with gradient limited reference input [125].
Due to open-loop operation, it is important to reduce the transients in
machine currents. Two scenarios which lead to large transients in machine
currents are switching between operating points of different N and switch-
ing between operating points of same N but with large discontinuities in
switching angles [124]. By utilizing post-optimization, it is possible to re-
move large discontinuities in switching angles for consecutive modulation
index values as explained in Section 2.4.2. However, generalized SOP tech-
nique leads to operation of MLC with multiple pulse numbers at higher
modulation index range (m > 0.5) as shown in Figs. 2.9 and 2.21 and
hence, it leads to transients in machine currents [122]. Therefore, general-
ized SOP technique should be enhanced to eliminate transients in machine
currents at higher modulation index values.
The objectives of the proposed modified SOP technique are as follows:
(1) limit the device switching frequency to desired fs,max, (2) achieve identi-
cal device switching frequency, (3) eliminate transients in machine currents
at higher modulation index values, and (4) achieve low harmonic distortion
in machine stator currents, while satisfying other topology requirements
such as minimum voltage ripple in dc-link capacitors.
This Chapter is organized as follows: details of proposed modified SOP
technique are given in Section 3.2, implementation details of proposed mod-
ified SOP technique for 7L and 9L MLCs are given in Section 3.3 and 3.4,
respectively, and the conclusions of this chapter are given in Section 3.5.
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3.2 Modified Generalized SOP
The complete details of generalized SOP technique are presented in Section
2.2. In principle, it involves three steps: (1) estimation of pulse number N
in order to limit the device switching frequency to fs,max, (2) optimization
to pre-determine switching angles for each steady-state operating point
(m,N) to minimize the harmonic distortion of converter output current, and
(3) allocate optimal switching angles to each power semiconductor device.
The proposed SOP technique modifies the first step of generalized SOP
technique in order to achieve desired objectives as mentioned in Section
3.1. Complete details are given next.
3.2.1 New method for estimation of N
The goal is to operate MLC with identical device switching frequency that is
limited to desired fs,max. The generalized SOP technique utilizes top-down
approach by estimating pulse number of nL waveform to achieve desired
fs,max and then switching commutations are distributed among constituent
3L sub-converters. Some issues with this approach in case of five or higher-
level MLCs are unequal device switching frequency, unable to limit device
switching frequency to desired fs,max, and varying pulse number at higher
modulation index values. These issues can be solved by using bottom-up
approach rather than top-down approach.
The basic idea is to select pulse number N3L for each 3L sub-converter
such that device switching frequency is limited to fs,max for all steady-state
operating points (m,N). Then, it naturally leads to identical device switch-
ing frequency that is limited to fs,max. The device switching frequency of a
3L sub-converter operating at steady-state operating point (m,N3L) should
be equal to N3L∗m∗f1R. Then, the value of N3L such that device switching
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It has already been established that generalized SOP technique can
operate 7L and 9L MLCs at fs,max = f1R, while maintaining the quality of
converter output currents. The same criteria will be adopted for proposed
modified SOP technique. For each discrete value of m, the estimated value
of N3L such that fs,max = f1R is shown in Table 3.1. It should be observed
that device switching frequency is limited to f1R for each value of m.
As explained previously, classical nL-MLC consists of 0.5*(n-1) sub-
converters in each phase. For example, 7L MLC topology consists of two
3L-NPC converters plus an H-Bridge and 9L MLC topology consists of four
3L-NPC converters as shown in Figs. 2.8 and 2.20, respectively. A switch-
ing transition at the output voltage of a 7L inverter is owing to switch-
ing transition in one of three 3L sub-converters (3L-NPC or H-Bridge)
Table 3.1: N3L and fs for a given m to achieve fs,max = f1R
m f1(Hz) N3L fs(Hz)
0.501 - 1 25.05 - 50 1 25.05 - 50
0.334 - 0.5 16.7 to 25 2 33.40 - 50
0.251 - 0.333 12.55 to 16.66 3 37.65 - 50
Table 3.2: N7L and fs for a given m to achieve fs,max = f1R
m N3L1 N3L2 NHB N7L fs(Hz)
0.501 - 1 1 1 1 3 25.05 - 50
0.334 - 0.5 2 2 2 6 33.40 - 50
0.251 - 0.333 3 3 3 9 37.65 - 50
Table 3.3: N9L and fs for a given m to achieve fs,max = f1R
m f1(Hz) N3L(1−4) N9L fs(Hz)
0.501 - 1 25.05 - 50 1 4 25.05 - 50
0.334 - 0.5 16.70 - 25 2 8 33.40 - 50
0.251 - 0.333 12.55 - 16.66 3 12 37.65 - 50
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and hence, total switching transitions in a 7L waveform N7L should be
equal to sum of switching transitions in all three 3L sub-converters, i.e.,
N3L1+N3L2+NHB. Similarly, value of N9L for a 9L MLC topology shown in
Fig. 2.20 should be equal to 4*N3L. For a given value of m, the estimated
values of pulse number for 7L and 9L MLCs to achieve fs,max = f1R are
shown in Table 3.2 and 3.3, respectively.
The performance comparison between proposed and generalized SOP
methods in terms of device switching frequency for 7L and 9L MLCs is
shown in Fig. 3.1 (a)-(b), respectively. For 7L MLC, it should be observed
in Fig. 3.1 (a) that both proposed and generalized SOP techniques achieve
fs,max=f1R but proposed method leads to lower fs when N7L is a not multi-
ple of three. For 9L MLC, both proposed and generalized SOP techniques
achieve fs,max=f1R but the proposed method operates MLC at lower fs
when N9L is not an integer multiple of four. Also, it should be observed
at higher values of modulation index (m >0.5) that proposed SOP tech-
nique maintains same pulse number, i.e., N=3 for 7L MLC and N = 4 for
(a)
(b)
Fig. 3.1: Performance comparison between proposed and generalized SOP
methods in terms of fs with fs,max=f1R: (a) 7L MLC (b) 9L MLC
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9L MLC, whereas generalized SOP technique leads to operation of MLC
with multiple pulse numbers. Therefore, it is expected that transients in
machine currents will be reduced at higher modulation index range with
proposed SOP technique [122].
3.2.2 Optimization Results
The next step in SOP technique is to perform optimization to determine
switching angles for each steady-state operating point (m,N), which min-
imize harmonic distortion of machine stator currents. The procedure for
optimization algorithm remains the same as presented in Section 2.4. The
performance comparison between proposed SOP technique and generalized
SOP technique in terms of d for 7L and 9L MLCs with fs,max= f1R is
shown in Fig. 3.2 (a)-(b), respectively. It should be noted that perfor-
mance of proposed method is quite similar to generalized SOP method,




Fig. 3.2: Performance comparison between generalized and proposed SOP
techniques in terms of d with fs,max=f1R : (a) 7L MLC (b) 9L MLC
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 3.3: Optimal switching angles of 7L MLC with fs,max=f1R. (a) pro-
posed SOP method (b) generalized SOP method
(a)
(b)
Fig. 3.4: Optimal switching angles of 9L MLC with fs,max=f1R. (a) pro-
posed SOP method (b) generalized SOP method
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The optimal switching angles of 7L MLC and 9L MLC at m >0.5 with
proposed and generalized SOP techniques are shown in Figs. 3.3 (a)-(b)
and Figs. 3.4 (a)-(b), respectively. The continuity of optimal switching
angles can be seen for the given modulation index range with the proposed
SOP technique. On the other hand, discontinuities in the optimal switching
angles can be seen in case of generalized SOP technique. Therefore, it is
expected that proposed SOP technique ensures smooth operation of drive
by reducing the transients in machine currents.
3.3 Experimental Results for 7L MLC
The proposed modified SOP technique has been implemented for 7L MLC
with fs,max=f1R. The experimental set-up is similar to one given in Sec-
tion 2.6.3. The dc input voltages to H-Bridge and 5L-HNPC inverter were
maintained at 40 V and 80 V, respectively. To demonstrate the perfor-
mance of proposed modified SOP technique, four different operating points
(m=0.9294, N =3), (m=0.6824, N =3), (m=0.4824, N =6), and (m=0.3294,
N =9) have been selected. The switching angles determined using opti-
mization algorithm have been stored in an FPGA controller. The optimal
switching angles and their corresponding distribution of switching tran-
sitions among constituents 3L-NPC and H-Bridge converters for the four
operating points are shown in Table 3.4 (a)-(d), respectively. It should be
observed that constituent H-Bridge and 3L-NPC converters have identical
device switching transitions.
Because the 7L topology consists of two 3L-NPC inverters, the dc-link
capacitor voltage balancing and ripple is an important concern. It has
been considered while assigning the switching angles to each semiconductor
device. The procedure to allocate switching angles is same as that presented
in Section 2.6.2.3. Owing to higher degrees of freedom, there exists several
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Table 3.4: Optimal switching angles and distribution of N for 7L-MLC.
(a) (m=0.9294, N=3) (b) (m=0.6824, N=3) (c) (m=0.4824, N=6) (d)
(m=0.3294, N=9)
Optimal Angles (degree)
Output 0 5.32 16.04 33.75 N
V7L 0 1 2 3 3
V5L 0 1 2 2 2
VHB 0 0 0 1 1
V3L1 0 0 1 1 1
V3L2 0 -1 -1 -1 1
(a)
Optimal Angles (degree)
Output 0 21.32 47.88 63.58 N
V7L 0 1 2 3 3
V5L 0 1 2 2 2
VHB 0 0 0 1 1
V3L1 0 0 1 1 1
V3L2 0 -1 -1 -1 1
(b)
Optimal Angles (degree)
Output 0 3.27 18.92 26.06 36.6 61.88 83.02 N
V7L 0 1 2 3 2 1 0 6
V5L 0 0 1 2 1 0 0 4
VHB 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 2
V3L1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 2
V3L2 0 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 0 2
(c)
Optimal Angles (degree)
Output 0 5.33 18.25 21.88 46.87 47.46 48.05 53.91 67.8 73.15 N
V7L 0 1 0 1 2 3 2 1 0 1 9
V5L 0 1 0 0 1 2 1 0 0 0 6
VHB 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 3
V3L1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 3
V3L2 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 1 1 1 3
(d)




Fig. 3.5: Experimental results of 7L MLC for (m=0.9294, N=3). X-axis:
10 ms/div. (a) phase and line voltages (Y-axis: 50 V/div, 100 V/div) (b)
machine stator currents (Y-axis: 1 A/div) (c) DC-link capacitor voltages
and NPP error of 5L-HNPC inverter (X-axis:20 ms/div, Y-axis:10 V/div)




Fig. 3.6: Experimental results of 7L MLC for (m=0.6824, N=3). X-axis:
10 ms/div. (a) phase and line voltages (Y-axis: 50 V/div, 100 V/div) (b)
machine stator currents (Y-axis: 1 A/div) (c) DC-link capacitor voltages
and NPP error of 5L-HNPC inverter (X-axis:20 ms/div, Y-axis:10 V/div)




Fig. 3.7: Experimental results of 7L MLC for (m=0.4824, N=6). X-axis:
10 ms/div. (a) phase and line voltages (Y-axis: 50 V/div) (b) machine
stator currents (Y-axis: 1 A/div) (c) DC-link capacitor voltages and NPP
error of 5L-HNPC inverter (X-axis:20 ms/div, Y-axis:10 V/div)




Fig. 3.8: Experimental results of 7L MLC for (m=0.3294, N=9). X-axis:
10 ms/div. (a) phase and line voltages (Y-axis: 50 V/div) (b) machine
stator currents (Y-axis: 1 A/div) (c) DC-link capacitor voltages and NPP
error of 5L-HNPC inverter (X-axis:20 ms/div, Y-axis:10 V/div)
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possible ways to realize optimal 7L waveforms, but the combinations, which
lead to minimum voltage ripple across dc-link capacitors are preferred and
selected. The dc-link voltage ripple significantly depends on the load as
well as switching patterns [164]. In case of 5L-NPC inverter, the switching
patterns, which lead to output voltage levels ±Vdc causes charging and
discharging of dc-link capacitors. On the other hand, if the output voltage
of 5L-NPC inverter is 0 or ±2Vdc, then dc-link capacitor voltages remain
constant. This investigation is quite useful in selecting the pulse pattern
that results into balanced dc-link capacitor voltages with small ripple.
The experimental results corresponding to operating points (m=0.9294,
N=3), (m=0.6824, N=3), (m=0.4824, N=6), and (m=0.3294, N=9) are
shown in Figs. 3.5 (a)-(c) to Figs. 3.8 (a)-(c), respectively. The inverter
phase output voltage with seven-levels and line voltage waveforms with
fifteen levels are shown in Figs. 3.5 (a) to Figs. 3.8 (a). The output
currents are sinusoidal although device switching frequency is limited to
f1R, as shown in Figs. 3.5 (b) to Figs. 3.8 (b), respectively. It should be
observed that the distortion of machine stator currents increases at lower
values of m. The dc-link capacitor voltages and NPP error of 5L-HNPC
inverter for the four operating points are shown in Fig. 3.5 (c) to Fig. 3.8
(c), respectively and it should be observed that ripple in dc-link capacitor
voltages (Vc1,Vc2) of 5L-HNPC inverter is kept minimal.
The space vector trajectories of machine stator current corresponding
to four operating points are shown in Fig. 3.9 (a)-(d), respectively. The
nearly circular space vector trajectories show the high performance of SOP
technique in reducing the harmonic distortion of machine currents, while
limiting the maximum device switching frequency to f1R. Also, inverter
output currents are recorded into a PC through DEWESOFT data ac-
quisition system. The FFT harmonic spectrum of machine currents for
four operating points are shown in Fig. 3.10(a)-(d), respectively. The dis-
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. 3.9: Machine stator current space vector trajectories of 7L MLC
(a) (m=0.9294, N=3) (b) (m=0.6824, N=3) (c) (m=0.4824, N=6) (d)
(m=0.3294, N=9)
tortion factor of machine currents for the four operating points are equal
to 0.052, 0.061, 0.051, and 0.048, respectively. The theoretical values of
distortion factor for these four operating points are equal to 0.058, 0.077,
0.050, and 0.043, respectively. Thus, there is a close resemblance between
theoretical and experimental results. Therefore, it can be concluded that
proposed SOP technique limits the maximum device switching frequency
to rated fundamental frequency f1R, without compromising on the quality
of machine currents.
The gating signals to one semiconductor device from 3L-NPC1, 3L-
NPC2 and H-Bridge modules (S1, S5 and S9) have been captured to de-





Fig. 3.10: FFT harmonic spectrum of machine stator currents of 7L MLC
(enlarged view to show dominant harmonics). (a) (m=0.9294, N=3) (b)
(m=0.6824, N=3) (c) (m=0.4824, N=6) (d) (m=0.3294, N=9)





Fig. 3.11: Gating signals of semiconductor devices in 7L MLC. X-
axis: 10 ms/div, Y-axis: 20 V/div (a)(m=0.9294, N=3)(b)(m=0.6824,
N=3)(c)(m=0.4824, N=6)(d)(m=0.3294, N=9)
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termine the device switching frequency. For operating point (m=0.9294,
N=3, f1=46.47 Hz), it can be calculated from Table 3.4 (a) that device
switching frequency of all semiconductor devices should be equal to f1
(N=1). This can be verified from the gating signals shown in Fig. 3.11 (a)
that semiconductor device is turned on/off twice in one fundamental pe-
riod i.e device switching frequency fs is equal to f1=46.47 Hz. Similarly, for
operating point (m=0.4824, N=6, f1=24.12 Hz), it can be observed from
Table 3.4 (c) that device switching frequency of all semiconductor devices
should be equal to 2f1 (N=2). This can be confirmed from gating signals
shown in Fig. 3.11 (c). Similar observations can be made for the other two
operating points from Fig. 3.11(b) and Fig. 3.11(d). It verifies that device
switching frequency is limited to f1R and all semiconductor devices operate
at identical switching frequency.
3.4 Experimental Results for 9L MLC
The proposed modified SOP technique has been implemented for 9L MLC
with fs,max=f1R. The experimental set-up for 9L MLC remains the same
as that shown in Section 2.7.3. To demonstrate the effectiveness of pro-
posed SOP technique, four operating points (m=0.9176, N=4), (m=0.7020,
N=4), (m=0.4980, N=8), and (m=0.3333, N=12) have been selected. The
optimal switching angles and their corresponding distribution of switching
commutations for four operating points are shown in Table 3.5 (a)-(d), re-
spectively. It should be observed that 3L-NPC inverters have the same
value of N3L and thus, identical device switching frequency operation is
achieved. The device switching frequency for the four operating points
should be equal to f1, f1, 2f1 and 3f1, respectively. Also, the optimal
switching angles satisfy the optimization constraint as shown in the last
row of each Table 3.5 (a)-(d).
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Table 3.5: Optimal switching angles and division of N for 9L-MLC.
(a) (m=0.9176, N=4) (b) (m=0.7020, N=4) (c) (m=0.4980, N=8) (d)
(m=0.3333, N=12)
Optimal Angles (degree)
Output 0 4.12 12.05 23.77 38.73 N
V9L 0 1 2 3 4 4
V5L1 0 0 0 1 2 2
V5L2 0 1 2 2 2 2
V3L11 0 0 0 0 1 1
V3L12 0 0 0 -1 -1 1
V3L21 0 0 1 1 1 1




i=1 s(i) cos(αi) = 0.9176 ≈ m
(a)
Optimal Angles (degree)
Output 0 16.05 33.9 54.05 64.54 N
V9L 0 1 2 3 4 4
V5L1 0 0 0 1 2 2
V5L2 0 1 2 2 2 2
V3L11 0 0 0 0 1 1
V3L12 0 0 0 -1 -1 1
V3L21 0 0 1 1 1 1




i=1 s(i) cos(αi) = 0.7017 ≈ m
(b)
Optimal Angles (degree)
Output 0 2.83 8.07 12.51 23.45 49.16 57.34 65.81 73.33 N
V9L 0 1 2 3 4 3 2 1 0 8
V5L1 0 0 0 1 2 1 0 0 0 4
V5L2 0 1 2 2 2 2 2 1 0 4
V3L11 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2
V3L12 0 0 0 -1 -1 -1 0 0 0 2
V3L21 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 2








V9L 0 1 2 1 2 3 4 3 2 3 2 3 2 12
V5L1 0 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 6
V5L2 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 0 1 1 1 0 6
V3L11 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3
V3L12 0 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 0 -1 -1 3
V3L21 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 3




i=1 s(i) cos(αi) = 0.3332 ≈ m
(d)





Fig. 3.12: Gating signals for IGBTs S1, S5, S9 and S13 in phase A of 9L
MLC. (a) (m=0.9176, N=4) (b) (m=0.7020, N=4) (c) (m=0.4980, N=8)
(d) (m=0.3333, N=12)





Fig. 3.13: Output phase-voltage of 9L MLC. X-axis:10 ms/div. Y-axis: 50
V/div. (a) (m=0.9176, N=4) (b) (m=0.7020, N=4) (c) (m=0.4980, N=8)
(d) (m=0.3333, N=12)





Fig. 3.14: Output line-voltage of 9L MLC. (a) (m=0.9176, N=4) (X-axis:10
ms/div, Y-axis: 100 V/div) (b) (m=0.7020, N=4) (X-axis:10 ms/div, Y-
axis: 100 V/div)(c) (m=0.4980, N=8) (X-axis:20 ms/div, Y-axis: 100
V/div)(d) (m=0.3333, N=12) (X-axis:20 ms/div, Y-axis: 50 V/div)





Fig. 3.15: Machine stator currents. Y-axis: 1 A/div. (a) (m=0.9176,
N=4) (X-axis:10 ms/div) (b) (m=0.7020, N=4) (X-axis:10 ms/div)(c)
(m=0.4980, N=8) (X-axis:20 ms/div)(d) (m=0.3333, N=12) (X-axis:50
ms/div)





Fig. 3.16: Dc-link capacitor voltages and NPP error of 5L-HNPC1 inverter
(Vc1,Vc2). Y-axis: 10 V/div (a) (m=0.9176, N=4) (b) (m=0.7020, N=4)
(c) (m=0.4980, N=8) (d) (m=0.3333, N=12)





Fig. 3.17: Dc-link capacitor voltages and NPP error of 5L-HNPC2 inverter
(Vc3,Vc4). Y-axis: 10 V/div. (a) (m=0.9176, N=4) (b) (m=0.7020, N=4)
(c) (m=0.4980, N=8) (d) (m=0.3333, N=12)
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Gating signals to the semiconductor devices S1, S5, S9 and S13 for the
four operating points (m=0.9176, N =4, f1=45.88 Hz), (m=0.7020, N=4,
f1=35.10 Hz), (m=0.4980, N=8, f1=24.90 Hz) and (m=0.3333, N=12,
f1=16.667 Hz) are shown in Fig. 3.12 (a)-(d), respectively. It should be
observed from Fig. 3.12 (a)-(d) that device switching frequency for the
four operating points is equal to f1, f1, 2f1, and 3f1, respectively and
the same can be verified from Table 3.5(a)-(d), respectively. Thus, it can
be concluded that all semiconductor devices commutate at same device
switching frequency that is limited to f1R.
The experimental results corresponding to four operating points are
shown in Figs. 3.13 (a)-(d) to Figs. 3.19 (a)-(d), respectively. The inverter
phase output voltages with nine voltage levels are shown in Fig. 3.13 (a)-
(d). The line voltages of induction motor with 17 levels that are close to
sinusoidal shape are shown in Fig. 3.14 (a)-(d). Due to optimal switching
patterns, stator currents of induction motor are sinusoidal as shown in Fig.
3.15 (a)-(d), although device switching frequency is limited to 50 Hz. It
should be observed that harmonic distortion of machine currents increases
at lower values of modulation index.
The dc-link capacitor voltages and NPP error of 5L-HNPC1 and 5L-
HNPC2 converters of phase A for the four operating points are shown in
Figs. 3.16 (a)-(d) and Fig. 3.17 (a)-(d), respectively. NPP error is almost
negligible for the operating points (m=0.9176, N=4), (m=0.7020, N=4)
and (m=0.4980, N=8), whereas for the operating point (m=0.3333, N=12)
it is slightly more (7.48%, 4.95%). However, THD of machine currents is
within acceptable limits.
Space vector trajectory of stator currents for these four operating points
are shown in Fig. 3.18 (a)-(d), respectively. Circular space vector trajecto-
ries indicate minimal harmonic distortion of machine currents. It should be
observed that harmonic distortion of machine currents increases at lower
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. 3.18: Space vector trajectory of stator currents of 9L MLC. (a)
(m=0.9176, N=4) (b) (m=0.7020, N=4) (c) (m=0.4980, N=8) (d)
(m=0.3333, N=12)
values of m. In addition, recorded machine currents data has been pro-
cessed to determine THD of machine current waveforms. Enlarged view of
harmonic spectrum of machine current waveforms for these four operating
points are shown in Fig. 3.19 (a)-(d), respectively. The THD of machine
stator currents for the four operating points are equal to 2.30%, 3.10%,
4.82% and 7.12%, respectively. Current harmonic spectrum at these four
operating points shows that dominant harmonics have magnitude less than
1%, 2%, 2%, and 3.5%, respectively. Therefore, it can be concluded that
proposed SOP technique permits operation of 9L MLC with fs ≤ f1R, while
harmonic distortion of stator currents is kept minimal.





Fig. 3.19: Harmonic spectrum of machine stator currents for 9L MLC
(enlarged view for showing dominant harmonics and their magnitude).
(a) (m=0.9176, N=4) (b) (m=0.7020, N=4) (c) (m=0.4980, N=8) (d)
(m=0.3333, N=12)
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3.5 Summary and Conclusions
In this Chapter, complete details of proposed modified SOP technique have
been presented. Three important steps in SOP technique are estimation of
pulse number N , optimization of switching angles and allocation of opti-
mal switching angles to each power semiconductor device. The proposed
SOP technique modifies the first step in SOP technique such that power
semiconductor devices operate at identical switching frequency and limit
the peak device switching frequency to desired fs,max. The performance of
generalized and proposed SOP techniques are quite similar, although pro-
posed SOP technique operates MLC at lower device switching frequency.
In addition, proposed SOP technique maintains same pulse number in the
higher modulation index range that avoids transients in machine currents.
Low power prototypes of cascaded 7L and 9L MLCs have been developed
to demonstrate the performance of SOP technique. From the experimen-
tal results, it can be concluded that SOP technique can operate seven or
higher-level inverters with identical switching frequency and peak device
switching frequency limited to rated fundamental frequency, while keeping
harmonic distortion of machine currents below standard limits.
Chapter 4
Modified SOP Technique for
MMC Topology
4.1 Introduction
MMC topology has been originally proposed for HVDC systems [25, 135,
136]. This topology overcomes the drawback of CHB topology by elim-
inating need of isolated dc sources by means of floating capacitors that
act as voltage sources. Due to modularity and scalability, MMC is suit-
able for any voltage/current level requirements and also suitable for fault-
tolerant operation. Recently, MMC has been commercially introduced for
MV drives both as an active-front-end (AFE) rectifier and also as an in-
verter [137]. One of the main challenges for control of MMC is to achieve
balanced submodule capacitor voltages. The unbalanced submodule ca-
pacitor voltages leads to further harmonic distortion of converter output
currents and also, increases voltage stress on submodule capacitors and the
power semiconductor devices. This Chapter gives the details of modified
SOP technique for MMC topology. The objectives of the proposed tech-
nique are as follows: low device switching frequency operation, minimal
harmonic distortion of converter output currents and balanced submodule
capacitor voltages. The proposed technique has been utilized to modulate
the 5L-MMC feeding an 1.5-kW induction motor drive with fs,max set at
200 Hz.
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Fig. 4.1: MMC topology
This Chapter is organized as follows: circuit topology and operation of
MMC is given in Section 4.2, details of proposed modified SOP technique
are given in Section 4.3, experimental results for MMC topology are given
in Section 4.4. This Chapter is concluded in Section 4.5.
4.2 Circuit Topology and Operation
The circuit configuration of MMC topology is shown in Fig. 4.1. Each
phase leg of MMC consists of two arms connected in series via arm in-
ductors. The arm connected to positive rail is called upper arm and the
arm connected to negative rail is called lower arm. Each arm consists of
several submodules connected in series. The submodule consists of a half-
bridge cell with a dc capacitor. Each submodule can be either inserted or
bypassed by turning on top switch S1 or bottom switch S2, respectively.
When a submodule is inserted, its output voltage is equal to capacitor
voltage that gets charged or discharged depending on the direction of arm
current. When a submodule is bypassed, its output voltage will be zero
and its capacitor voltage remains constant.
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Table 4.1: Synthesis of output voltage levels of 5L-MMC
Nu Nl viu vil vphO
0 4 0 4Vnom 2Vnom
1 3 Vnom 3Vnom Vnom
2 2 2Vnom 2Vnom 0
3 1 3Vnom Vnom -Vnom
4 0 4Vnom 0 -2Vnom
The ac-side output voltage is controlled by varying the number of sub-
modules that are inserted in the upper and lower arms. Consider a single
phase leg, let the instantaneous inserted voltages in upper arm and lower
arm are denoted as viu and vil, respectively. By neglecting the arm induc-
tor voltage drop, it can be shown that ac-side output voltage is equal to
1
2
(vil−viu) [167]. Let the number of submodules in each arm are denoted as
Nsm. Then, nominal value of submodule capacitor voltage Vnom should be
equal to Vdc/Nsm. In general, MMC is operated such that Nsm submodules
are inserted in one phase leg, which lead to Nsm+1 voltage levels in output
phase voltage. Thus, MMC with (n-1) submodules in one arm is referred
as nL-MMC in this paper. For example, MMC with four submodules in
each arm is referred as 5L-MMC. The operation of 5L-MMC for one of
three phase legs is shown in Table 4.1, where Nu, Nl denote the number of
submodules inserted in upper arm and lower arm, respectively. It should
be observed that phase output voltage vphO (ph ∈ A,B,C) of MMC with
four submodules consists of five voltage levels.
4.3 Modified SOP Technique
The implementation of SOP technique for any power electronic converter
involves three steps :
1. Determine value of N such that fs ≤ fs,max for each m.
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2. Perform optimization to pre-determine switching angles for each steady-
state operating point (m,N) that minimize the total harmonic dis-
tortion of output current.
3. Assign switching angles to each power semiconductor device based
on optimal switching patterns.
The first and last steps of SOP technique are dependent on converter
topology and thus, modifications are required to modulate MMC topology.
Some classical topologies such as NPC, FC, CHB or hybrid topologies such
as 3L-NPC leg based CHB topology, share a common feature that an nL-
MLC converter consists of 0.5*(n-1) sub-converters (H-Bridge or 3L-NPC)
in each phase. Therefore, a generalized SOP technique has been developed
to estimate pulse number N for an entire range of m, as explained in Chap-
ters 2 and 3. The second step of SOP is independent of converter topology
and thus, the implementation details remains same as in Section 2.4. In
the last step of SOP, the switching angles to each power semiconductor
device should be assigned in order to achieve identical device switching fre-
quency. There might be additional requirements unique to each topology,
for example, capacitor voltage balancing for MMC topology. More details
about first and last steps of SOP technique for MMC topology are given
next.
4.3.1 Calculation of N
Consider an nL-MMC that has to be operated with device switching fre-
quency fs limited to fs,max. Let the ratio between fs and f1 be denoted
as Rf . As the SOP technique demands that Rf should be an integer, the
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Table 4.2: SOP of 5L-MMC at fs,max = 200 Hz: Computed N and fs for
a given m
m f1(Hz) N fs(Hz)
0.801 - 1.000 40.05 - 50.00 8 160.20 - 200
0.668 - 0.800 33.40 - 40.00 10 167.00 - 200
0.572 - 0.667 28.60 - 33.35 12 171.60 - 200
0.501 - 0.571 25.05 - 28.55 14 175.35 - 200
0.445 - 0.500 22.25 - 25.00 16 178.00 - 200
0.401 - 0.444 20.05 - 22.20 18 180.45 - 200
0.365 - 0.400 18.25 - 20.00 20 182.50 - 200
0.334 - 0.364 16.70 - 18.20 22 183.70 - 200
0.309 - 0.333 15.45 - 16.65 24 185.40 - 200
0.287 - 0.308 14.35 - 15.40 26 186.55 - 200
Fig. 4.2: SOP of 5L-MMC at fs,max = 200 Hz: Computed N and fs for a
given m
where, the function ‘floor ’ returns the largest previous integer. Then, the
total number of commutations in one arm, which contains (n-1) submodules
should be equal to (n-1)*2*Rf . Finally, the value of N for the nL-MMC is
obtained as,
N =











The goal of our study is to implement SOP for a 5L-MMC with fs,max
set at 200 Hz. The selected value of fs,max is based on the experimental re-
sults from classical 5L-MLC topologies [114]. Based on (4.2), the estimated
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Fig. 4.3: Results of optimization for operating 5L-MMC at fs,max = 200
Hz : d versus m
values of N and corresponding device switching frequency for different val-
ues of m are shown in Fig. 4.2 and Table 4.2. It should be observed that
device switching frequency is limited to 200 Hz for each value of m. Next,
optimization is performed to determine N switching angles for each steady-
state operating point (m,N) that minimize the total harmonic distortion
of converter output currents.
4.3.2 Optimization of switching angles
The procedure for optimization algorithm remains same as presented in
Section 2.4. The optimization results of proposed technique for 5L-MMC
with fs,max = 200 Hz are shown in Fig. 4.3. It should be observed that
harmonic distortion has been reduced significantly when m < 0.93. At
higher modulation index values m >0.93, harmonic distortion increases as
MMC approaches six-step operation.
Fig. 4.4: Submodule capacitor voltages (p.u.) of one phase leg of 5L-MMC
with pre-assigned switching angles for insertion/bypass of submodules
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4.3.3 Allocation of Optimal Switching Angles
After determining the optimal switching angles, the next step is to allocate
switching angles to each power semiconductor device. Two main factors to
be considered while assigning switching angles are identical device switching
frequency and balanced floating capacitor voltages. It is possible to write
an algorithm to pre-determine switching angles to decide, which submodule
to be inserted/bypassed based on the optimized switching angles in order
to achieve identical device switching frequency. However, the submodule
capacitor voltages gets diverged as shown in Fig. 4.4.
The main reason for divergence of submodule capacitor voltages is that
charging and discharging of submodule capacitor voltages depends on mag-
nitude and direction of arm current as well as duration for which submod-
ule is inserted. Therefore, it is never possible to maintain capacitor volt-
ages around their nominal value with pre-assigned switching instants to
insert/bypass submodules. In this paper, angle swapping technique has
been proposed to balance floating capacitor voltages.
Angle Swapping Technique: During one fundamental cycle, a cer-
tain energy transfer takes place between submodule capacitor and converter
that depends on direction and magnitude of arm current and duration of
submodule insertion. The capacitor voltages get charged if the net energy
transfer is positive, whereas capacitor voltages get discharged if net energy
transfer is negative in one fundamental cycle. Thus, the submodule capac-
itor voltages either continuously increase or decrease over a period of time
due to pre-assigned switching angles, as shown in Fig. 4.4.
To achieve balanced capacitor voltages, MMC should be operated in
such a way that net transfer of energy to a submodule capacitor is zero over
a period of time. The idea is to swap the switching/gating angles among
the submodules of one arm after every fundamental cycle. For example,
pre-determined gating signals G1, G2, G3 and G4 for one arm of 5L-MMC
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will drive the submodules as follows: 1st cycle: SM1, SM2, SM3 and SM4,
2nd cycle: SM2, SM3, SM4 and SM1, 3rd cycle: SM3, SM4, SM1, SM2,
and 4th cycle: SM4, SM1, SM2, SM3. This way, it is possible to maintain
submodule capacitor voltages around their nominal value.
Table 4.3: List of components and their parameters in 5L-MMC experi-
mental setup
DC-link voltage Vdc 300 V
Number of submodules per arm Nsm 4
Nominal capacitor voltage Vnom 75 V
Arm inductance 1.35 mH
Submodule capacitance 1.33 mF
Induction motor 1.5 kW, 400 V, 50 Hz
Half-bridge modules SK30GBB066T
VCE =600 V, ICnom =30 A
Six-pack driver SKHI 61R
Fig. 4.5: Prototype of 5L-MMC phase leg
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4.4 Experimental results
The proposed technique has been implemented for modulating 5L-MMC
feeding an 1.5-kW induction motor with fs,max set at 200 Hz. A low power
prototype of 5L-MMC phase leg has been developed with half-bridge mod-
ules from Semikron (SK30GBB066T) and six-pack IGBT driver SKHI 61R,
as shown in Fig. 4.5. The list of components and their rated parameters
of experimental set-up are shown in Table 4.3. The output of 5L-MMC is
connected directly to induction motor without using any LC filter to get
better understanding of significant harmonics in stator currents.
The optimal switching angles have been generated for three different
operating points (m=0.9216, N=8), (m=0.6667, N=12), and (m=0.4431,
N=18). For these three different operating points, the output phase volt-
age with five levels, line-to-line voltage, stator currents, and submodule
capacitor voltages of upper arm of phase A are shown in Figs. 4.6 (a)-(c)
to Figs. 4.8 (a)-(c), respectively. It should be observed that the machine
stator currents are sinusoidal, although the device switching frequency has
been limited to 200 Hz, as shown in Figs. 4.6 (b) to Figs. 4.8 (b). The SM
capacitor voltages are well balanced with low voltage ripple owing to angle
swapping scheme, as shown in Figs. 4.6 (c) to Figs. 4.8 (c). It should be
noticed that voltage ripple increases as the value of m decreases.
The space vector trajectories of stator currents for these three operating
points are shown in Fig. 4.9 (a)-(c), respectively. The circular trajectories
demonstrate low harmonic distortion of machine stator currents, although
the device switching frequency has been limited to 200 Hz. In addition,
FFT analysis has been performed on recorded stator currents to get better
understanding of the harmonic spectrum with calculated optimal switch-
ing angles. The harmonic spectrum of stator currents for three operating
points are shown in Fig. 4.10 (a)-(c), respectively. The THD of stator cur-
rents for three operating points are obtained as 2.09%, 3.09% and 3.81%,




Fig. 4.6: Experimental results of 5L-MMC for (m=0.9216, N=8). X-axis:
5 ms/div. (a) Output phase and line-to-line voltage (Y-axis: 50 V/div, 100
V/div) (b) three-phase stator currents (Y-axis: 1 A/div). (c) submodule
capacitor voltages of upper arm of phase A (X-Axis: 20 ms/div, Y-axis: 20
V/div)




Fig. 4.7: Experimental results of 5L-MMC for (m=0.6667, N=12). X-axis:
10 ms/div. (a) Output phase and line-to-line voltage (Y-axis: 50 V/div,
100 V/div) (b) three-phase stator currents (Y-axis: 1 A/div) (c) submodule
capacitor voltages of upper arm of phase A (X-Axis: 20 ms/div, Y-axis: 20
V/div)




Fig. 4.8: Experimental results of 5L-MMC for (m=0.4431, N=18). X-axis:
20 ms/div. (a) Output phase and line-to-line voltage (Y-axis: 50 V/div)
(b) three-phase stator currents (Y-axis: 1 A/div)(c) submodule capacitor
voltages of upper arm of phase A (X-Axis: 20 ms/div, Y-axis: 20 V/div)
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(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 4.9: Space vector trajectories of machine stator currents. X,Y-axis:





Fig. 4.10: Harmonic spectrum of stator currents (enlarged view to show
the dominant harmonic components). X-axis: Harmonic Order. Y-axis: Ih
I1
.
(a) (m=0.9216, N=8). (b) (m=0.6667, N=12). (c) (m=0.4431, N=18)
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respectively. Also, the enlarged view of harmonic spectrum shows that all
dominant harmonic components are limited to 1% of fundamental com-
ponent. From all the experimental results, it should be concluded that
proposed technique modulates the 5L-MMC with fs,max set at 200 Hz,
while minimizing the harmonic distortion of machine stator currents, and
achieving balanced floating capacitor voltages.
4.5 Summary and Conclusions
Modular multilevel converters have recently found industrial relevance in
medium voltage drives. The implementation of SOP for MMC topology
requires the following modifications: method to estimate pulse number
N at each modulation index value, and allocation of switching angles to
each power semiconductor device. The optimal switching angles should
be allocated to each power semiconductor device based on the following
criteria: identical device switching frequency and balanced submodule ca-
pacitor voltages. An angle swapping scheme has been proposed to balance
submodule capacitor voltages. The experimental results from 5L-MMC fed
1.5-kW induction motor drive validated the proposed method and demon-
strated its performance.
Chapter 5
Enhanced SOP Technique for
Dual Inverter Based MLC
Topologies
5.1 Introduction
Dual inverter fed drives cut down the requirement of input dc sources.
However, the main disadvantage of dual-inverter based MLC topologies
is requirement of common-mode inductor in series with machine stator
windings to suppress the zero-sequence or common-mode current compo-
nents. This Chapter gives the details of proposed enhanced SOP technique
for modulation of dual inverter based MLC topologies to achieve the fol-
lowing objectives : elimination of common-mode currents in the machine
stator windings, lower harmonic distortion of machine stator currents and
low device switching frequency operation. Also, an MMC based topology
has been proposed for open-end stator winding induction motor drives to
achieve single dc-link operation for any number of voltage levels. It should
be noted that state-of-the-art dual inverter based topologies require more
than one dc source for seven or higher level operation. The new topology is
denoted as dual nL-MMC, where n denotes the number of voltage levels in
output phase voltage of each MMC and it generates 2n voltage levels across
stator winding voltages. This topology inherits all the advantages of MMC
such as single dc source operation, scalability in terms of any voltage level
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requirements, and fault-tolerant operation by using cell redundancy [168].
The proposed enhanced SOP technique has been utilized to modulate the
D2L, D3L, and dual 3L-MMC topologies feeding an open-end stator wind-
ing induction motor drive.
This Chapter is organized as follows: circuit topology and operation of
D2L, D3L and dual nL-MMC topologies are given in Section 5.2, details of
proposed enhanced SOP technique are given in Section 5.3, experimental
results for D2L, D3L and dual 3L-MMC topologies are given in Section 5.4,
and the conclusions of this Chapter are given in Section 5.5.
5.2 Circuit topologies and Operation
The MLC topologies of D2L and D3L inverters feeding an open-end stator
winding induction motor drive are shown in Fig. 5.1 (a)-(b), respectively.
In case of D2L inverter, mid-point potential of each phase leg with respect
(a) (b)
Fig. 5.1: Single dc-link dual inverter fed open-end stator winding induction
motor drive. (a) D2L inverter (b) D3L inverter
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to negative terminal of dc-link capacitor ‘O’ consists of two voltage levels
Vdc, 0. Therefore, stator winding voltage consists of three voltage levels
−Vdc, 0, Vdc. In case of D3L inverter, mid-point potential of each phase
leg with respect to neutral-point of dc-link capacitors ‘O’ consists of three
voltage levels −Vdc, 0, Vdc and hence, stator winding voltages consists of
five voltage levels −2Vdc,−Vdc, 0, Vdc, 2Vdc. More details about operation of
D2L and D3L inverters can be seen in [158] and [151], respectively.
The circuit configuration of dual nL-MMC fed open-end stator winding
induction motor drive is shown in Fig. 5.2. It consists of two MMCs feeding
both ends of machine stator windings. The phase leg of MMC consists of
two arms connected in series via arm inductors. The arm connected to
positive rail is called upper arm and the arm connected to negative rail is
called lower arm. Each arm consists of several submodules connected in
series. The submodule consists of an half-bridge cell with a dc capacitor.
Each submodule can be either inserted or bypassed by turning on top switch
S1 or bottom switch S2, respectively. When a submodule is inserted, its
output voltage is equal to capacitor voltage, otherwise it is equal to zero.
When a submodule is inserted, its capacitor get charged or discharged
depending on the direction of arm current. when a submodule is bypassed,
its capacitor voltage remains constant.
Fig. 5.2: Dual nL-MMC fed open-end stator winding IM drive
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l VAN VA′N VAA′
0 2 2 0 Vnom -Vnom 2Vnom
0 2 1 1 Vnom 0 Vnom
1 1 2 0 0 -Vnom Vnom
0 2 0 2 Vnom Vnom 0
1 1 1 1 0 0 0
2 0 2 0 -Vnom -Vnom 0
1 1 0 2 0 Vnom -Vnom
2 0 1 1 -Vnom 0 -Vnom
2 0 0 2 -Vnom Vnom -2Vnom
The instantaneous ac-side output voltage of MMC depends on the num-
ber of SMs inserted in upper and lower arms. By varying the number of
inserted SMs in a sinusoidal fashion, it is possible to generate sinusoidal
output voltage. Let Nsm, Nu and Nl denote the total number of SMs in each
arm, number of SMs inserted in upper arm, and lower arm, respectively.
In general, each phase leg of MMC is controlled such that number of SMs
inserted in each phase leg is equal to Nsm, i.e., Nu + Nl = Nsm [168]. The
nominal value of SM capacitor voltage Vnom should be equal to Vdc/Nsm,
where Vdc denotes the dc input voltage. Consider a single phase leg, by ne-
glecting the voltage drop across arm inductors, it can be shown that ac-side
output voltage is equal to 1
2
(vil− viu), where viu and vil denotes the instan-
taneous voltages inserted in upper and lower arms, respectively [167]. The
synthesis of output voltage levels for phase A of dual 3L-MMC is shown
in Table 5.1. It should be observed that phase output voltage vAN or vA′N
consists of three voltage levels. The stator winding voltage is a summation
of phase output voltages of two 3L-MMCs and thus, it consists of five volt-
age levels as shown in Table 5.1. The similar analysis can be done for any
dual nL-MMC topology.
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5.3 Enhanced SOP technique
The state-of-the-art SOP technique for open-end stator winding induction
motor drives leads to common-mode currents in the machine stator wind-
ings. The common-mode currents are due to common-mode voltages gen-
erated in the machine stator windings [161]. A common-mode inductor is
usually required in series with stator windings to suppress common-mode
current components. The next question is how to modify the optimization
algorithm so that optimal stator voltage waveforms does not have common-
mode voltages. According to Fourier analysis, common-mode voltages con-
sists only third order harmonic components. One possible method to elim-
inate all third order harmonic components is to include corresponding non-
linear constraints in optimization algorithm. However, this might lead to
poor performance of optimization algorithm. Therefore, it is better to uti-
lize some symmetry conditions to achieve the objective of eliminating third
order harmonic components. A well known fact from Fourier series analysis
is that a waveform does not have third order harmonic components if it is
obtained by subtracting two similar waveforms that are 120◦ phase apart.
Therefore, it is possible to cancel the common-mode voltages generated
across the stator winding by utilizing the same optimal switching angles
for inv1 and inv2 but with 120◦ phase-shift. Basically, optimization algo-
rithm should generate switching angles for inv1 and these switching angles
should be phase-shifted by 120◦ to modulate inv2.
Another way of understanding common-mode voltage generation in sta-
tor winding is through voltage space vector concept. Let cmv1, cmv2 rep-
resents the common-mode voltages generated by voltage space vectors of
inv1 and inv2, respectively, and cmv = cmv1-cmv2 denotes the common-
mode voltage generated across stator winding. If the voltage space vectors
are selected such that cmv1 = cmv2, then common-mode voltage become
zero in the stator winding and hence, common-mode current components
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can be eliminated. For simplicity, let us consider voltage space vectors of
classical 2L inverter, as shown in Fig. 5.3. It should be observed that,
common-mode voltage generated by voltage space vectors 1, 3 and 5 that
are 120◦ phase apart, are equal to Vdc
3
. Similarly, the common-mode volt-
ages generated by voltage space vectors 2, 4 and 6 that are 120◦ phase
apart, are equal to 2Vdc
3
. Therefore, by choosing the voltage space vectors
for inv1 and inv2 that are 120◦ phase apart, it is possible to cancel the
common-mode voltages generated across the phase windings. Based on the
Fourier analysis and voltage space vector concept, it should be concluded
that common-mode voltages in stator winding can be eliminated by utiliz-
ing same switching pattern with 120◦ phase-shift for two inverters. This
idea has been utilized to enhance state-of-the-art SOP technique for dual
inverter based MLC topologies feeding open-end stator winding induction
motor drives.
The three sequential steps of basic SOP technique for each discrete
value of m are as follows: determine value of N such that fs is limited
to fs,max, perform optimization to pre-determine switching angles for each
steady-state operating point (m,N) that minimize d, and allocation of op-
Fig. 5.3: Voltage space vectors for 2L inverter
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timal switching angles to each power semiconductor device. In case of dual
inverter based MLC topologies, state-of-the-art SOP technique generates
optimal switching angles for stator winding voltages. On the contrary,
proposed enhanced SOP technique generates optimal switching angles for
output phase voltages of one of the two inverters and switching angles for
other inverter will be obtained by adding 120◦ phase shift. Apart from this,
all other details will remain the same as generalized SOP technique. More
details about each step for D2L, D3L and dual nL-MMC are given next.
5.3.1 Computation of pulse number N
5.3.1.1 D2L inverter
The output potential waveform of classical 2L inverter is shown in Fig. 5.4.
Let the pulse number for 2L inverter is denoted as N2L and then, it can be
shown that the total number of switching angles in one fundamental cycle
will be equal to 4N2L + 2. For example, it should be observed from Fig.
5.4 that N2L is equal to 3, i.e., α1 to α3 and the total number of switching
angles are equal to 14, i.e., 0, pi, α1 to α12. At each switching angle,
both the semiconductor devices in a phase leg undergo commutation, for
Fig. 5.4: Phase output voltage of 2L inverter
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Table 5.2: SOP of D2L inverter at fs,max = 400 Hz : Computed pulse
number and corresponding fs for a given value of m
m f1(Hz) N2L1 N2L2 ND2L fs(Hz)
0.889 - 1.000 44.49 - 50.00 3 3 6 311.46 - 350
0.728 - 0.888 36.41 - 44.44 4 4 8 327.73 - 400
0.616 - 0.727 30.82 - 40.00 5 5 10 339.01 - 400
0.534 - 0.615 26.72 - 30.77 6 6 12 347.32 - 400
0.471 - 0.533 23.58 - 26.67 7 7 14 353.69 - 400
Fig. 5.5: SOP of D2L inverter at fs,max = 400 Hz : fs versus m
example, S1 is turned-off and S2 is turned-on at α1, as shown in Fig. 5.4.
Therefore, the total number of commutations of each semiconductor device
are equal to 4N2L + 2 and hence, the device switching frequency fs of the
2L inverter is equal to (2N2L + 1)f1. Then, the value of N2L for a desired












The goal is to operate D2L inverter with fs,max set at 400 Hz. Let N2L1,
N2L2, and ND2L denote pulse number for phase output voltages of two 2L
inverters and stator winding voltage, respectively. Based on (5.1), values
of N2L1, N2L2, and ND2L are estimated for each value of m, as shown in
Table 5.2. Based on the computed values of pulse number, estimated value
of fs for different values of m is shown in Fig. 5.5. It should be observed
that device switching frequency is limited to 400 Hz for each value of m.
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5.3.1.2 D3L inverter
The output potential waveform of 3L-NPC inverter is shown in Fig. 5.6.
Let the pulse number of phase output voltage of 3L-NPC inverter is denoted
as N3L and then, the total number of switching angles in one fundamental
cycle should be equal to 4N3L. For example, it should be observed from Fig.
5.6 that N3L is equal to 3, i.e., α1 to α3 and the total number of switching
angles are equal to 12, i.e., α1 to α12. At each switching angle, only two
switches in a phase leg undergo commutation. For example, S1 is turned-
off and S3 is turned-on at α2, whereas S2 is turned-on and S4 is turned-off
at α8, as shown in Fig. 5.6. Therefore, total number of commutations of
each semiconductor device is equal to 2N3L and hence, the device switching
frequency fs of the 3L-NPC inverter is equal to N3Lf1. Then, the value of












The goal is to operate D3L inverter with fs,max equal to 200 Hz. Let
N3L1, N3L2, and ND3L denote pulse number for phase output voltages of two
3L-NPC inverters and stator winding voltage, respectively. Their values
Fig. 5.6: Phase output voltage of 3L-NPC inverter
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Table 5.3: SOP of D3L inverter at fs,max = 400 Hz : Computed pulse
number and corresponding fs for a given m
m f1(Hz) N3L1 N3L2 ND3L fs(Hz)
0.801 - 1.000 40.05 - 50.00 4 4 8 160.20 - 200
0.667 - 0.800 33.38 - 40.00 5 5 10 166.90 - 200
0.572 - 0.667 28.62 - 33.33 6 6 12 171.73 - 200
0.501 - 0.571 25.05 - 28.57 7 7 14 175.35 - 200
0.445 - 0.500 22.27 - 25.00 8 8 16 178.17 - 200
Fig. 5.7: SOP of D3L inverter at fs,max = 200 Hz : fs versus m
can be calculated based on (5.2) for each value of m, as shown in Table
5.3. With the computed values of pulse number, the estimated value of fs
for different values of m is shown in Fig. 5.7. It should be observed that
device switching frequency is limited to 200 Hz for each value of m.
5.3.1.3 Dual nL-MMC topology
Consider an nL-MMC that has to be operated with fs limited to fs,max. Let
the ratio between fs,max and f1 be denoted as Rf . As the SOP technique













where, the function ‘floor ’ returns largest previous integer. Then, the total
number of commutations in one arm, which contains (n-1) submodules
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should be equal to (n-1)*2*Rf . Finally, the value of NnLM is obtained as,
NnLM =











The goal of our study is to modulate 3L-MMC with fs,max set at 400
Hz. Based on (5.4), the estimated value of N3LM and corresponding fs for
different values of m are shown in Table 5.4 as well as Fig. 5.8. It should
be observed that device switching frequency is limited to 400 Hz for each
value of m.
Table 5.4: SOP of 3L-MMC with fs,max = 400 Hz : Estimated value of
N3LM and corresponding fs for a given m
m f1(Hz) N3LM fs(Hz)
0.890 - 1.000 44.50 - 50.00 8 356.00 - 400
0.801 - 0.889 40.05 - 44.45 9 360.45 - 400
0.728 - 0.800 36.40 - 40.00 10 364.00 - 400
0.668 - 0.727 33.40 - 36.35 11 367.40 - 400
0.616 - 0.667 30.80 - 33.35 12 369.60 - 400
0.572 - 0.615 28.60 - 30.75 13 371.80 - 400
0.534 - 0.571 26.70 - 28.55 14 373.80 - 400
0.501 - 0.533 25.05 - 26.65 15 375.75 - 400
Fig. 5.8: SOP of 3L-MMC with fs,max = 400 Hz : Estimated pulse number
N and corresponding fs for a given m
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5.3.2 Optimization of Switching Angles
After determining the pulse number for each discrete value of m, the next
step is to perform optimization of switching angles at each steady state
operating point (m,N) in order to minimize the harmonic distortion of
converter output current. As explained earlier, optimization is performed
to compute switching angles of one of the two inverters, i.e., 2L or 3L-NPC
or nL-MMC. The procedure for deriving expression of d remains the same
as shown in Section 2.4. The final expressions of d2L, d3L, and d3LM for 2L,











































As the induction motor is operated at constant v/f control mode, the
constraint on switching angles for 2L, 3L-NPC, and 3L-MMC are obtained
as follows,












The optimization algorithm is implemented using MATLAB. The de-
tails of optimization algorithm remains the same as reported in Section
2.4.2. Optimization results for D2L, D3L, and dual 3L-MMC topologies




Fig. 5.9: Optimization results in terms of d versus m: (a) D2L inverter (b)
D3L inverter (c) Dual 3L-MMC
are shown in Fig. 5.9 (a)-(c), respectively. It should be observed that per-
formance of a D3L and dual 3L-MMC inverters are always better than a
D2L inverter due to higher number of voltage levels. It should be observed
that harmonic distortion has been reduced significantly except at higher
modulation index values (m >0.93), where inverter approaches six-step
operation.
5.3.3 Allocation of Optimal Switching Angles
During optimization, the switching patterns of inv1 in phase A are deter-
mined for a quarter period. The complete switching pattern of phase A
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is obtained by utilizing half-wave and quarter-wave symmetries. In order
to eliminate the common-mode voltages and currents, the switching angles
of inv2 in phase A are obtained by adding 120◦ phase-shift to switching
angles of inv1 in phase A. The switching patterns for the other two phases
are obtained by shifting the phase A switching pattern by 120◦ and 240◦,
respectively. Then, optimal switching angles should be assigned to each
power semiconductor device while achieving identical switching frequency
for all power semiconductor devices.
In case of dual nL-MMC, an algorithm has been developed to select sub-
modules that needs to be inserted/bypassed based on the optimal switching
angles, while achieving identical device switching frequency. However, the
submodule capacitor voltages get diverged as shown in Fig. 5.10. The
reason is that charging and discharging of submodule capacitor voltages
depends on the magnitude and direction of arm current as well as the du-
ration for which the submodule is inserted. Therefore, it is never possible
to achieve balanced capacitor voltages with pre-assigned switching angles
to insert/bypass submodules. Therefore, swapping technique has been uti-
lized to maintain capacitor voltages around their nominal value.
Swapping technique: During one fundamental cycle, a certain en-
ergy transfer takes place between submodule capacitor and converter that
depends on direction and magnitude of arm current and duration of sub-
module insertion. The capacitor voltages get charged if the net energy
transfer is positive, whereas capacitor voltages get discharged if net energy
Fig. 5.10: Submodule capacitor voltages (p.u.) of 3L-MMC phase leg with
pre-assigned switching angles
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transfer is negative in one fundamental cycle. Thus, the submodule ca-
pacitor voltages either continuously increase or decrease over a period of
time due to pre-assigned switching angles, as shown in Fig. 5.10. In order
to maintain capacitor voltages around their nominal value, MMC should
be operated in such a way that net transfer of energy to a submodule ca-
pacitor is zero over a period of time. The idea is to swap the switching
angles among the submodules of one arm after every fundamental cycle.
For example, pre-determined gating signals G1, G2 for 3L-MMC will drive
the submodules as follows: 1st cycle: SM1, SM2, 2nd cycle: SM2, SM1. In
this way, it is possible to maintain submodule capacitor voltages around
their nominal value.
5.4 Experimental results
The proposed SOP technique has been implemented for modulating D2L,
D3L and dual 3L-MMC topologies feeding an 1.5-kW open-end stator wind-
ing induction motor drive. The list of components and their parameters are
shown in Table 5.4. Experimental laboratory prototype of D2L and D3L
inverters for one of the three phases is shown in Fig. 5.11. The output
terminals of this PCB should be connected to one of the stator windings of
induction motor drive. The DC input voltages to D2L and D3L inverters
are maintained at 70 V and 60 V, respectively. The output of D2L and
D3L inverters is directly connected to induction motor without using any
filter to get better understanding of significant harmonics in machine stator
currents with optimal switching patterns. The induction motor is coupled
to a separately excited DC generator and its output is connected to a fixed
resistive load.
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Table 5.5: List of components and their parameters in the experimental
set-up of D2L and D3L inverters
Components Parameters
Induction motor 1.5 kW, 400 V, 50 Hz
Six-pack driver SKHI 61R
3L-NPC module F3L30R06W1E3 B11
VCE =600 V, ICnom =30 A
Six-pack Module FS30R06W1E3
VCE =600 V, ICnom =30 A
Half-bridge Modules SK30GBB066T
VCE =600 V, ICnom =30 A
Fig. 5.11: Prototype of D2L and D3L inverters for one of the three-phases
5.4.1 D2L Inverter
Optimal switching angles have been generated for three operating points
(m=0.9333, f1=46.67 Hz, N=6), (m=0.7255, f1=36.275 Hz, N=10) and
(m=0.5020, f1=25.1 Hz, N=14) based on the proposed SOP technique. For
each operating point, the machine stator winding voltage, stator current,
and zero-sequence current are shown in Fig. 5.12 (a)-(c), respectively. The
phase voltages consist of 3L waveforms and stator currents are sinusoidal.
The zero-sequence current components are calculated by using relation (ia+
ib + ic)/3 and it should be observed that they are almost eliminated.




Fig. 5.12: Experimental results of D2L inverter : machine stator voltage 1
(Y-axis:50 V/div), stator current 2 (Y-axis:4 A/div), and zero-sequence
current 3 (Y-axis:1 A/div). (a) (m=0.9333, N=6). X-axis:10 ms/div.
(b)(m=0.7255, N=10). X-axis:10 ms/div. (c) (m=0.5020, N=14). X-
axis:20 ms/div.
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(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 5.13: Experimental results of D2L inverter : Stator current space
vector trajectories. X-axis, Y-axis: 2 A/div (a) (m=0.9333, N=6) (b)




Fig. 5.14: Experimental results of D2L inverter : Harmonic spectrum of sta-
tor currents (enlarged view to show the dominant harmonic components).
X-axis: Frequency (Hz). Y-axis: Ih
I1
. (a) (m=0.9333, N=6) (b) (m=0.7255,
N=10) (c) (m=0.502, N=14)
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The space vector trajectories of stator currents corresponding to three
operating points are shown in Fig. 5.13 (a)-(c), respectively. The nearly cir-
cular trajectories demonstrate low THD, while device switching frequency
is limited to 400 Hz. It should be observed that harmonic distortion in-
creases at lower values of modulation index. In addition, FFT analysis is
performed on stator currents recorded into a PC by using data acquisition
system. The current harmonic spectrum for operating point (m=0.9333,
N=6) is displayed in Fig. 5.14 (a). It can be observed that THD of sta-
tor currents is equal to 4.1% with all the significant harmonics below 2%
of fundamental. For operating point (m=0.7255, N=10), THD of stator
currents is equal to 9.25% as shown in Fig. 5.14 (b) with one significant
harmonic (19th) of magnitude equal to 7.5% of fundamental. Similarly,
for operating point (m=0.502, N=14), THD of stator currents is equal to
13.2% as shown in Fig. 5.14 (c) and there are two significant harmonics
(29th and 31st) with magnitude equal to 7% and 8.9% of fundamental. The
THD of stator currents seems significant for operating point (m=0.5020,
N=14), but this is due to harmonics of higher order, which can be attentu-
ated easily by using LC filter at the inverter output. Therefore, it should be
concluded that proposed SOP technique eliminates common-mode currents
while minimizing the harmonic distortion of machine stator currents.
5.4.2 D3L Inverter
To demonstrate the performance of proposed SOP technique, three oper-
ating points (m=0.9294, f1=46.47 Hz, N=8), (m=0.6667, f1=33.33 Hz,
N=12) and (m=0.5098, f1=25.49 Hz, N=14) have been selected. For each
operating point, the machine stator winding voltage, stator current, and
zero-sequence current are shown in Fig. 5.15 (a)-(c), respectively. The
stator voltage consists of 5L waveforms and stator currents are sinusoidal.
The improvement in THD of stator currents compared to D2L inverter can




Fig. 5.15: Experimental results of D3L inverter : machine stator voltage 1
(Y-axis:50 V/div), stator current 2 (Y-axis:4 A/div), and zero-sequence
current 3 (Y-axis:1 A/div). X-axis:10 ms/div. (a) (m=0.9294, N=8).
(b)(m=0.6667, N=12). (c) (m=0.5098, N=14).
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(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 5.16: Experimental results of D3L inverter : Stator current space
vector trajectories. X-axis, Y-axis: 2 A/div (a) (m=0.9294, N=8) (b)




Fig. 5.17: Experimental results of D3L inverter : Harmonic spectrum of sta-
tor currents (enlarged view to show the dominant harmonic components).
X-axis: Frequency (Hz). Y-axis: Ih
I1
. (a) (m=0.9294, N=8) (b) (m=0.667,
N=12) (c) (m=0.5098, N=14)
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be observed. The zero-sequence current components are almost eliminated.
It should be noted that, the stator currents in each phase might differ in
magnitude due to unequal winding resistances and inductance values and
hence, there exist small zero-sequence current.
The space vector trajectories of stator currents corresponding to three
operating points are shown in Fig. 5.16 (a)-(c), respectively. The nearly cir-
cular trajectories demonstrate low THD, while maximum device switching
frequency is limited to 200 Hz. In addition, FFT analysis was performed
on recorded stator currents. It can be observed from Fig. 5.17 (a)-(c) that
the THD of stator currents for three operating points are equal to 2.63%,
5.64% and 6.11%, respectively. Due to 5L stator voltage waveforms in D3L
inverter, better quality of stator current waveforms are achieved even with
half of the device switching frequency compared to D2L inverter.
5.4.3 Dual 3L-MMC
The proposed SOP technique has been implemented for modulating dual
3L-MMC feeding an 1.5-kW open-end stator winding induction motor.
Half-bridge modules from Semikron (SK30GBB066T) have been used for
building low power prototype of dual 3L-MMC topology. Low power pro-
totype of MMC for one of the three phases is shown in Fig. 5.18. The
output terminals of this PCB should be connected to one phase open-end
stator winding of induction motor drive. The system parameters of dual
3L-MMC prototype are shown in Table 5.6.
Table 5.6: Experimental parameters of dual 3L-MMC
DC-link voltage Vdc 150 V
Number of SMs per arm Nsm 2
Nominal capacitor voltage Vnom 75 V
Arm inductance 1.35 mH
Submodule capacitance 1.33 mF
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Fig. 5.18: Prototype of dual 3L-MMC for one of the three-phases
The optimal switching angles have been generated for three different
operating points (m=0.9294, N=8), (m=0.6667, N=11), and (m=0.5020,
N=15). Experimental results for three different operating points, i.e., sta-
tor current, stator voltage, and zero-sequence current for one of the three
phases is shown in Fig. 5.19 (a)-(c), respectively. The stator voltage,
which is obtained by combining outputs of two 3L-MMCs consists of five-
level waveforms. It should be noted that pulse number of stator voltage
waveforms should be equal to 2*N . The machine stator currents are si-
nusoidal although the device switching frequency has been limited to 400
Hz. The zero-sequence current components are obtained by using relation
(ia + ib + ic)/3 and it should be observed that these are almost eliminated.
The space vector trajectories of stator currents for the three operating
points (m=0.9294, N=8), (m=0.6667, N=11), and (m=0.5020, N=15)
are shown in Fig. 5.20 (a)-(c), respectively. The nearly circular trajec-
tories demonstrate low harmonic distortion of converter output current,
although the device switching frequency has been limited to 400 Hz. In




Fig. 5.19: Experimental results of dual 3L-MMC inverter : machine sta-
tor current 1 (Y-axis:50 V/div), stator voltage 2 (Y-axis:1 A/div), and
zero-sequence current 3 (Y-axis:1 A/div). (a) (m=0.9294, N=8). X-
axis:10 ms/div. (b)(m=0.7020, N=11). X-axis:10 ms/div. (c) (m=0.5020,
N=15). X-axis:20 ms/div.
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(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 5.20: Experimental results of dual 3L-MMC inverter : Stator cur-
rent space vector trajectories. X,Y-axis:1 A/div (a) (m=0.9294, N=8) (b)
(m=7020, N=11) (c)(m=0.5020, N=15)
addition, FFT analysis has been performed on recorded stator currents to
get better understanding of the harmonic spectrum with calculated opti-
mal switching angles. The harmonic spectrum of stator currents for three
operating points are shown in Fig. 5.21 (a)-(c), respectively. The THD of
stator currents for three operating points are obtained as 4.06%, 8.50% and
10.21%, respectively. Also, the enlarged view of harmonic spectrum shows
that all dominant harmonic components are limited to 3% of fundamental
component.
The submodule capacitor voltages of one phase leg of 3L-MMC for
the three operating points (m=0.9294, N=8), (m=0.6667, N=11), and
(m=0.5020, N=15) are shown in Fig. 5.22 (a)-(c), respectively. The sub-
module capacitor voltages are well balanced with low voltage ripple. It
should be noticed that voltage ripple increases as the value of m decreases.
From all the experimental results, it should be concluded that proposed
enhanced SOP technique modulates the dual 3L-MMC fed open-end stator
winding induction motor drives with elimination of common-mode currents
at low device switching frequency, while maintaining lower harmonic dis-
tortion of machine stator currents, eliminating common-mode currents in
stator windings, and balanced floating capacitor voltages.




Fig. 5.21: Experimental results of dual 3L-MMC inverter : Harmonic spec-
trum of stator currents (enlarged view to show the dominant harmonic
components). X-axis: Harmonic Order. Y-axis: Ih
I1
. a) (m=0.9294, N=8)
(b) (m=7020, N=11) (c)(m=0.5020, N=15)
5.5 Summary and Conclusions
In this Chapter, complete details of enhanced SOP technique for dual in-
verter based MLC fed open-end stator-winding induction motor drives has
been presented. Also, details of proposed dual nL-MMC that achieves
single dc source operation for any number of voltage levels has been dis-
cussed. The control requirements of these topologies are as follows: low
device switching frequency, minimal harmonic distortion of machine stator
currents, elimination of common-mode currents in the stator windings. In




Fig. 5.22: Experimental results of dual 3L-MMC inverter : Submodule
capacitor voltages of phase A. X-axis: 20 ms/div, Y-axis:20 V/div (a)
(m=0.9294, N=8) (b) (m=7020, N=11) (c)(m=0.5020, N=15)
addition, dual nL-MMC topology requires balanced floating capacitor volt-
ages. The basic idea for elimination of common-mode currents in stator
windings is to achieve zero common-mode voltages in the stator windings.
This is possible by utilizing switching patterns that are 120◦ phase apart
for the inverter phase legs feeding respective stator winding. The pro-
posed technique has been demonstrated on D2L, D3L, and dual 3L-MMC
topologies feeding an 1.5-kW induction motor drive with maximum device
switching frequency limited to 400 Hz, 200 Hz, and 400 Hz, respectively.
Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
This chapter concludes the thesis. The summary and conclusions of each
Chapter are given in Section 6.1, contributions of the thesis are summarized
in Section 6.2, and guidelines for future research are given in Section 6.3.
6.1 Summary and Conclusions
Thermal constraints of power semiconductor devices restrict device switch-
ing frequency to a few hundred Hertz in MV drives. However, there exists
a trade-off between device switching frequency and total harmonic distor-
tion of machine stator currents. SOP is an effective and emerging low
device switching frequency modulation technique, which does not compro-
mise on the quality of machine stator currents. It has been successfully
implemented for classical 3L and 5L MLC topologies. On the other hand,
current trend in commercial MV drives is to utilize MLCs with higher num-
ber of voltage levels to achieve better quality output voltage waveforms.
Also, several new topologies have been introduced as an alternative to clas-
sical MLC topologies. Therefore, there is a need to analyze and propose
modifications to the state-of-the-art SOP technique in order to modulate
MLCs with any number of voltage levels and also emerging MLC topologies.
This is the main motivation for research carried out in this thesis.
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In Chapter 2, SOP technique has been analyzed and implemented into
three steps: estimation of pulse number N , optimization of switching angles
and allocation of optimal switching angles to each power semiconductor de-
vice. It has been identified that first and last steps in SOP technique are
dependent on the converter topology, whereas second step in SOP technique
is independent of converter topology. The state-of-the-art generalized SOP
technique has been developed based on the fact that classical MLC topolo-
gies share similar features. However, emerging topologies might require
modifications. In the last step of SOP technique, one of the important
requirement is to achieve identical device switching frequency and there
might be additional requirements unique to each topology such as capac-
itor voltage balancing, elimination of common-mode currents, and so on.
Based on the developed analysis, state-of-the-art generalized SOP tech-
nique has been utilized to modulate cascaded 7L and 9L MLCs with fs,max
set at f1R. However, it has been observed that converter operates with non
identical device switching frequency and thus, device switching frequency
is not limited to fs,max. Therefore, angle swapping scheme has been uti-
lized to limit average device switching frequency to f1R. The experimental
results from low power prototypes of 7L and 9 MLCs have demonstrated
its performance.
In Chapter 3, enhanced SOP technique has been proposed to achieve
identical switching frequency operation and limit the peak device switching
frequency to desired fs,max. It has been observed that proposed technique
achieve similar performance as that of state-of-the-art SOP technique but
with further reduced device switching frequency. In addition, proposed
technique maintains the same pulse number for the higher modulation index
range that avoids transients in machine currents. The proposed technique
has been employed to modulate cascaded 7L and 9L MLCs with fs,max set
at f1R and it has been verified experimentally.
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In Chapter 4, details of modified SOP technique for MMC topology has
been presented. The implementation of SOP for MMC topology requires
the following modifications: method to estimate pulse number N at each
value of m, and allocation of switching angles to each power semiconductor
device. The optimal switching angles should be allocated to each power
semiconductor device based on following criteria: identical device switch-
ing frequency and balanced capacitor voltages. An angle swapping scheme
has been proposed to achieve capacitor voltage balancing. The experi-
mental results from 5L-MMC fed 1.5-kW induction motor drive validated
the proposed method and demonstrated its performance. However, it has
been noticed that capacitor voltage ripple is higher compared to classical
modulation techniques, which utilize higher device switching frequency.
In Chapter 5, complete details of enhanced SOP technique for dual
inverter based MLC fed open-end stator-winding induction motor drives
have been presented. Also, dual nL-MMC topology has been proposed that
achieves single dc source operation for any number of voltage levels. The
control requirements of these topologies are as follows: low device switching
frequency, minimal harmonic distortion of machine stator currents, elimi-
nation of common-mode currents in the stator windings. In addition, dual
nL-MMC topology require balancing of floating capacitor voltages around
their nominal value. The basic idea for elimination of common-mode cur-
rents in stator windings is to utilize switching patterns that are 120◦ phase
apart for the inverter phase legs feeding respective stator winding. The pro-
posed technique has been demonstrated on D2L, D3L, and dual 3L-MMC
topologies feeding an 1.5-kW induction motor drive.
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6.2 Summary of thesis contributions
The thesis contributions are explained in Section 1.5. They can be sum-
marized as follows:
1. Development of a new systematic analysis of SOP technique. The
proposed analysis has been utilized to modulate cascaded 7L and 9L
MLCs with fs,avg equal to f1R.
2. Analysis and implementation of modified SOP technique for mod-
ulating MLCs with five or higher levels to achieve identical device
switching frequency, and limit the peak device switching frequency
to desired fs,max.
3. Analysis and implementation of modified SOP technique for MMC
topology to achieve low device switching frequency operation, mini-
mal harmonic distortion of output currents and balanced submodule
capacitor voltages.
4. Analysis and implementation of enhanced SOP technique for dual
inverter based topologies to eliminate common-mode currents in ma-
chine stator windings, while maintaining the quality of stator currents
at low device switching frequency operation.
5. Development of a new dual nL-MMC topology that can be operated
from a single dc source and generates any number of voltage levels.
6.3 Scope of Future Work
Based on the research done in this thesis, the recommendations for future
research are as follows:
1. Enhanced SOP for common-mode voltage reduction/elimination
in open-end stator winding induction motor drives:
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In the thesis, SOP technique has been enhanced to eliminate common-
mode currents in the stator winding. However, common-mode volt-
ages that lead to bearing and leakage currents have been not consid-
ered. An enhanced SOP technique that can solve this issue will have
great commercial importance.
2. Hybrid modulation technique for emerging MLC topologies
with single dc-link source:
Emerging MLC topologies such as MMC or ANPC operate with single
dc-link source by utilizing floating capacitor voltages. In the thesis,
modified SOP technique has been presented to achieve balanced float-
ing capacitor voltages. However, it has been observed that voltage
ripple is higher compared to classical modulation techniques that uti-
lize higher device switching frequency. This is due to omission of volt-
age ripple factor in the calculations. In addition, low device switching
frequency limits effective utilization of redundant switching states to
reduce capacitor voltage ripple. One obvious solution is to include
voltage ripple in the optimization calculations. However, SOP will
become dependent on the load parameters. Another simple solution
is to increase the device switching frequency by utilizing redundant
switching states to reduce the capacitor voltage ripple. However, this
should not lead to unnecessary increase of device switching frequency.
This leads to an important question : How to make the best utiliza-
tion of redundant switching states to keep capacitor voltage ripple
within limits at minimum possible device switching frequency. One
possible solution could be developing hybrid modulation technique
based on SOP and MPC techniques.
3. Grid integration of wind power:
The current trend in wind power turbines is to use PMSG with high
power converters. At present, commercial PMSG based turbines are
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available with ratings up to 6 MW and in future the ratings are
expected to go beyond 10 MW. However, most of the research is
carried out with high switching frequency modulation techniques (>1
kHz) such as SPWM and SVM. This is another potential area to do
explore and enhance SOP technique, which has been limited to MV
drives till now. Some challenges will be meeting stringent grid code
requirements such as low voltage ride through capability, operation
within given voltage and frequency fluctuations and so on.
4. Enhanced SOP for AFE multilevel rectifiers:
The high power applications with regenerative operation require front
end converters with bidirectional power flow capability. As the grid
codes become more restrictive, the use of multilevel topologies as
AFE rectifier is becoming popular. At present, SOP technique has
been implemented for AFE rectifiers but it requires bulky filter at
the grid side terminals. Therefore, future research should focus on
reducing the size of grid side filter, while maintaining the quality of
grid currents within standard limits.
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